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Abstract
With the availability of large scale data sets, researchers in many different areas such
as natural language processing, computer vision, recommender systems have started
making use of deep learning models and have achieved great progress in recent years.
In this dissertation, we study three important classification problems based on deep
learning models.
First, with the fast growth of e-commerce, more people choose to purchase prod-
ucts online and browse reviews before making decisions. It is essential to build a
model to identify helpful reviews automatically. Our work is inspired by the obser-
vation that a customer’s expectation of a review can be greatly affected by review
sentiment and the degree to which the customer is aware of pertinent product in-
formation. To model such customer expectation and capture important information
from a review text, we propose a novel neural network which encodes the sentiment
of a review through an attention module, and introduces a product attention layer
that fuses information from both the target product and related products. Our ex-
perimental results for the task of identifying whether a review is helpful or not show
an AUC improvement of 5.4% and 1.5% over the previous state of the art model on
Amazon and Yelp data sets, respectively. We further validate the effectiveness of each
attention layer of our model in two application scenarios. The results demonstrate
that both attention layers contribute to the model performance, and the combina-
tion of them has a synergistic effect. We also evaluate our model performance as a
recommender system using three commonly used metrics: NDCG@10, Precision@10
iv
and Recall@10. Our model outperforms PRH-Net, a state-of-the-art model, on all
three of these metrics.
Second, real-time bidding (RTB) that features per-impression-level real-time ad
auctions has become a popular practice in today’s digital advertising industry. In
RTB, click-through rate (CTR) prediction is a fundamental problem to ensure the
success of an ad campaign and boost revenue. We present a dynamic CTR prediction
model designed for the Samsung demand-side platform (DSP). We identify two key
technical challenges that have not been fully addressed by the existing solutions: the
dynamic nature of RTB and user information scarcity. To address both challenges,
we develop a Dynamic Neural Network model. Our model effectively captures the
dynamic evolutions of both users and ads and integrates auxiliary data sources (e.g.,
installed apps) to better model users’ preferences. We put forward a novel interaction
layer that fuses both explicit user responses (e.g., clicks on ads) and auxiliary data
sources to generate consolidated user preference representations. We evaluate our
model using a large amount of data collected from the Samsung advertising platform
and compare our method against several state-of-the-art methods that are likely suit-
able for real-world deployment. The evaluation results demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method and the potential for production.
Third, for Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) purposes, the South
Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) must provide to the Federal High-
way Administration (FHA) a classification of vehicles. However, due to limited light-
ing conditions at nighttime, classifying vehicles at nighttime is quite challenging. To
solve this problem, we designed three CNN models to operate on thermal images.
These three models have different architectures. Of these, model 2 achieves the best
performance. Based on model 2, to avoid over-fitting and improve the performance
further, we propose two training-test methods based on data augmentation technique.
v
The experimental results demonstrate that the second training-test method improves
the performance of model 2 further with regard to both accuracy and f1-score.
vi
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Deep learning was first theorized in the 1980s, and has been widely used recently
for two reasons: first, the large amount of data required by deep learning is more
available. Second, the substantial computing power required by deep learning is
available. In recent years, high-performance GPUs have become readily available and
have a parallel architecture that is efficient for training deep learning networks. Deep
learning models have demonstrated progressive improvements in multiple domains
such as computer vision, natural language processing, recommender systems, etc. In
contrast to traditional machine learning approaches, deep learning models perform
better at extracting high-level abstract features, end-to-end learning and increasing
interpretability and understanding of the data. Deep learning techniques are able to
automatically execute feature engineering and learn features directly from the data
without the need for manual feature extraction. Starting from unstructured raw
data, the techniques can extract high level features progressively through multiple
neural network layers. Although there is no need to extract useful features explicitly
before applying deep learning models, a full understanding of the data is needed in
order to design appropriate architectures to learn representative features. Therefore,
in this dissertation, most of the effort is put into the design of the deep learning
architectures for the purpose of extracting the significant correlations within the
data and finding the best representations. We studied three important problems
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in domains of natural language processing, click through rate prediction and image
classification respectively. To resolve these problems, we designed novel deep learning
models based on the unique characteristic of each problem. We introduce these
problems below respectively.
The first problem we investigate is that of identifying helpful product reviews
automatically. With the development of e-commerce, it becomes more and more con-
venient for people to browse and purchase products online. Without the opportunity
to view the products themselves, customers usually like to read a product’s reviews
from other buyers to help evaluate product quality, before making decisions. There-
fore, the reviews of a product play an important role in helping customers make wise
choices and save time. However, in reality, there can be a large number of reviews for
a product, especially for products purchased by thousands of people. It’s not feasible
for customers to read all of the reviews. In addition, the quality of online reviews
vary greatly. It would be useful if we can identify the most helpful reviews to provide
customers with the accurate and detailed information of a product, which may help
improve customers’ shopping satisfaction and reduce the product return rate. To ad-
dress this problem, we predict the helpfulness of online reviews and recommend the
most helpful reviews to customers. To improve customer experience, most shopping
sites allow their customers to comment and rate purchased products. The reviews are
helpful for potential customers to select products from the huge number of options
available. However, the quality of reviews varies greatly and the large number of
available reviews can result in information overload for consumers. In order to help
users quickly find useful reviews, there is a need to be able to automatically evaluate
the helpfulness of all reviews, and recommend the most helpful reviews to customers.
The second problem we investigate is that of click-through rate (CTR) prediction
in the context of real-time bidding (RTB). In today’s digital advertising industry,
RTB that features per-impression-level real-time ad auctions has become a popular
2
practice. In RTB, advertisements are selected based on the characteristics of both the
publishers and the viewers. Learning and predicting a viewer’s response is critical.
The viewer may respond to an advertisement with different behaviors, e.g. reading,
clicks, etc. in a given context, which indicates the viewer’s interest on the specific
ad, and shall influence the subsequent decision making such as ad bidding. Given a
specific ad in a specific time, the probability that a specific viewer would click it is
called click-through rate (CTR). CTR estimation has been utilised to calculate a bid
price in ad auctions, and is a crucial foundation determining the follow-up bidding
strategy to drive the performance of the RTB campaigns. Therefore, it is desirable
to obtain an accurate prediction not only to improve the user experience, but also to
boost the revenue for the advertisers.
The third problem that we investigate is that of nighttime vehicle classification.
Each year the South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) must provide
the Federal Highway Administration (FHA) a representative count and classification
of vehicles. Vehicle detection and classification has garnered a lot of attention due
to the increasing amount of traffic and the resulting serious problems such as traffic
jam, accidents and so on. Most recent research of vehicle classification based on color
images have been reported to work well in daytime traffic. However, using the same
approach for nighttime does not produce the same desirable results. At nighttime,
under the bad light conditions, identifying vehicle by type is a challenging task due
to the interference of illumination and blurriness. Thermal images are not affected by
the lighting conditions and can provide images at nighttime. Moreover, deep learning
methods have achieved great success in image classification area. This motivates us




1.2.1 Traditional Machine Learning Methods
Traditional machine learning methods are primarily concentrated on mining useful
features from the data and training different machine learning models. In the area
of review helpfulness assessment, researchers mine useful features from either the
content or the “metadata” of the reviews (e.g., the reviewers who wrote the reviews,
the products that the reviews are written for, etc.). Kim et al. [1] designed a system
based on SVM regression to rank review helpfulness. They investigated a variety
of features from Amazon product reviews, and found that features such as review
length, unigrams and product ratings are most useful in measuring review helpfulness.
Liu et al. [2] trained classification models based on SVMLight toolkit in order to
detect low-quality reviews. They studied features from the sentence and word level
of reviews and also the product level. Their models are tested on a self-annotated
dataset consisting of 4909 reviews. Hong et al. [3] implemented a LIBSVM classifier
to distinguish helpful from unhelpful reviews and an SVM-based helpfulness ranking
system. In addition to using the textual features from reviews, they improved their
system by extracting features from user preferences that could serve as the clues to
the opinions of users on review helpfulness.
In the area of click through rate prediction, models based on degree-2 polyno-
mial mappings [4, 5] and factorization machines (FMs) [6] are widely used for this
task. The Factorization Machines (FM) model is designed to achieve appropriate
combinations of basic features. However, the sparsity of ad transaction data (i.e., a
large proportion of zero elements) can severely reduce the performance of FM mod-
els. Pan et al. [7] presented a novel Sparse Factorization Machines (SFM) model,
in which the Laplace distribution is introduced instead of traditional Gaussian dis-
tribution to model the parameters. This is a better fit for the sparse data with
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higher ratio of zero elements. The proposed SFM model is able to select the most
important features or conjunctions of features. Juan et al. [8] performed experi-
ments on field-aware factorization machines (FFMs), a variant of FMs. Experimental
results demonstrate that FFMs outperform other competing models (linear model,
factorization machines [6], degree-2 polynomial mappings [4, 5]) in some world-wide
CTR-prediction competitions, and is an effective method for classifying large sparse
data including those from CTR prediction. Pan et al. [9] proposed a more efficient
algorithm called Field-weighted Factorization Machines (FwFMs), which models the
different feature interactions between different fields. The experimental results show
that FwFMs can achieve competitive prediction performance with as few as 4% of
the parameters of FFMs. When using the same number of parameters, FwFMs can
achieve 0.92% and 0.47% AUC lift over FFMs on two real CTR prediction data sets.
Trofimov et al. [10] presented a MatrixNet machine learning algorithm which is a
modification of the Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) to CTR prediction task for
sponsored search. They divided input features into groups and analyzed the im-
portance of each feature. This approach shows better off-line quality measures of
prediction than simpler linear regression, logistic regression, and also original GBM.
1.2.2 Deep Learning Methods
Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved major breakthroughs in many
research areas such as image classification [11, 12, 13, 14], speech recognition [15, 16],
and Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks [17], such as document classifica-
tion [18, 19, 20, 21, 22], sentiment analysis [23], sentence modeling [24, 25]. A CNN
is comprised of three different types of layers: convolutional layers, pooling layers and
fully connected layers. A CNN is formed by stacking these layers. In the case of NLP,
the convolutional and pooling layers in a CNN architecture are able to capture local
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information from text and extract the most important features. The fully connected
layer learns the best non-linear combinations of the high-level features represented
by the output of the convolutional and pooling layers.
Kim et al. [23] explored the applications of a simple CNN built on pre-trained
word vectors to sentence classification. They reported that a simple CNN with one
layer of convolution performs well on four out of seven datasets. Zhang et al. [18]
considered text as a kind of character-level signal and applied CNNs on characters
for text classification. They achieved competitive results on six large-scale datasets.
Lai et al. [19] introduced a recurrent convolutional neural network for text classifi-
cation. Their model can capture the contextual information in the text by applying
a recurrent structure. Convolutional Neural Networks have also been proposed for
helpfulness prediction of online reviews [26, 27, 28, 29]. To tackle the problem of
insufficient labeled data to build the review helpfulness model, Chen et al. [26] pro-
posed a CNN model with a transfer learning module to adapt domain knowledge.
The shared and domain-specific features are maintained separately by introducing
adversarial and domain discrimination losses. They also designed a word-level gating
mechanism to represent the relative importance of each word [27]. Fan et al. [28]
proposed a multi-task paradigm which uses the representation of a review to fit its
star rating as an auxiliary task, to identify the helpful reviews more accurately.
Recurrent Neural Network
In addition to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) are also widely used by researchers to handle various Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tasks. While the CNN is good at extracting position invariant
features, the RNN performs better at modeling units in sequence. State-of-the-art
research on many NLP tasks usually switch between the CNNs and RNNs based on
the specific context and requirement.
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In contrast to CNNs which assume all inputs and outputs are independent of each
other, RNNs make use of sequential information within the data. For example, if
you want to predict the next word in a sentence, it would be better to know which
words come before it and the order matters. RNNs are called recurrent because the
same task is performed for each element of a sequence. The output of each unit in
RNN depends on the previous units, and there is a "memory" unit which captures
all previous computation information. However, RNN usually suffer from short-term
memory. Since back propagation is used through time to calculate the gradients
(values used to update a neural networks weights), if using activation function like
tanh or relu, the gradient may vanish through very long sequences. If a gradient value
becomes extremely small, it does not contribute very much to the learning process.
For example, if we wanted to use a paragraph to make a prediction, the essential
information at the beginning the paragraph may not contribute to the prediction. To
resolve such problems, two variants of the RNN have been proposed, which are Long
Short-Term Memory and the Gradient Recurrent Unit.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) was first proposed in 1997 by Sepp Hochre-
iter and Jürgen Schmidhuber [30], and is among the most widely used deep learning
models for NLP tasks today. The key part of LSTM is the cell state, which is like
a conveyor belt. Information may flow along the conveyor belt unchanged. LSTM
also has the ability to remove or add information to the cell state, which is carefully
regulated by mechanisms called gates. These gates can identify which information
in a sequence is important and can let it through, and throw unimportant informa-
tion away. By doing so, relevant information will be passed down the long chain of
sequences to make predictions. LSTM has introduced three gates: forget gate, input
gate and output gate. The forget gate is a sigmoid function and generates an output
value ranging between 0 and 1. Here 0 means to forget and 1 means to keep. The
previous hidden state and current input are passed through the forget gate, and then
7
the previous cell state is point-wise multiplied by the output value of the forget gate,
to decide what to keep from previous state. The input gate determines which infor-
mation will be added to the cell state. The previous hidden state and the current
input are passed through two functions: the sigmoid function and the tanh function.
The sigmoid output decides which information is important to keep from the tanh
output, and the output of these two functions are multiplied to generate the result.
The output of the input gate will be added to the cell state and gives us the new cell
state. The output gate decides what the next hidden state will be based on previous
hidden state, current input and the new cell state. The previous hidden state and the
current input are put into a sigmoid function, and the new cell state is put through
a tanh function, and the output of these two functions are multiplied to decide what
information should go to the next hidden state.
The Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), was first used in 2014 by Kyunghyun Cho
et al. [31]. It is a simpler variant of LSTM which shares many similar properties. The
GRU dispenses with the cell state and uses the hidden state to transfer information.
To solve the vanishing gradient problem of a standard RNN, the GRU uses two gates:
the update gate and the reset gate to decide what information should be passed to
the output. In contrast to the LSTM, the GRU couples forget as well as input gates.
The update gate acts similarly to the forget and input gates of an LSTM. It helps
the model to determine how much of the past information (from previous time steps)
needs to be throw away and what new information needs to passed along to the
future. The reset gate is another gate used by the model to decide how much of the
past information to forget.
The LSTM and GRU architectures are used for CTR prediction as users’ behav-
iors are in sequence, and their future behaviors can be predicted by modeling their
historical behaviors. Approaches based on these two models have been proposed by
researchers recently. To capture the evolution of a user’s interest in ads, Zhou et
8
al. [32] developed a deep interest evolution network (DIEN) model, users’ and ads’
features are fed into a customized attention layer prior to the multilayer perceptrons
(MLP). In the DIEN model, an interest extractor layer is designed to capture a user’s
temporal interest and an interest evolving layer to model a user’s interest evolving
process. They have also tested DIEN in the display ads system of Alibaba and demon-
strated the CTR improvement by comparing with several baseline methods including
the DIN model. Feng et al. [33] proposed the deep session interest network (DSIN)
that divides a user’s behavior sequence into sessions and uses a self-attention mecha-
nism with bias encoding to extract users’ interests in each session. A bi-LSTM model
is used to model how users’ interests evolve and interact among sessions. The local
activation unit is leveraged to adaptively learn the influences of various session inter-
ests on the target item. A bi-LSTM model consists of two LSTMs in the opposite
directions: one taking the input in a forward direction, and the other in a backwards
direction. It connects two hidden layers of opposite directions to the same output.
Experimental results show that it achieves further performance improvement.
To predict the helpfulness of a review, Wei et al. [34] leverages a recurrent neural
network (RNN) architecture to classify the best and worst product reviews. They
compared the RNN model to a baseline classifier that uses logistic regression, and
the RNN model outperforms the baseline by identifying good product reviews with
80.50% accuracy and 0.88 AUC (baseline model: 74.08% accuracy and 0.82 AUC) and
bad product reviews with 75.70% accuracy and 0.83 AUC (baseline model: 72.05%
accuracy and 0.79 AUC). Fan et al. [29] proposed a PRH-net approach based on a
bi-LSTM model and utilized both the metadata of a product and the raw text of
its reviews. Two bi-LSTM networks are trained to achieve both the local contextual
embeddings of reviews and representations of metadata of the target product.
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1.3 Structure of the Dissertation
In this dissertation, we introduce three essential problems, and present the deep
learning models to resolve these problems. The rest chapters of the dissertation are
organized as follows:
• In chapter 2, we first introduce the problem of review helpfulness assessment
and summarize the disadvantages of previous studies. Then we describe the
proposed attention model which considers a customer’s expectations of a review.
At last, we report the experimental results of our proposed model and competing
methods based on two public available data sets.
• In chapter 3, we first introduce the background of ads click through rate(CTR)
prediction. Then we propose the two challenges which have not been addressed
by previous approaches, and propose a dynamic neural network which addresses
these challenges. Last, we present the experiment results which demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed model.
• In chapter 4, we first introduce the problem of nighttime vehicle classification,
and summarize the progress of previous research. We then present three CNN
models with different architectures designed for this problem. We also propose
two training-test methods based on data augmentation to improve the model
performance further. Finally, we report the experimental results and analyze
incorrectly classified images.
• In chapter 5, we summarize the completed work and our contribution for each




Review Helpfulness Classification and
Recommendation
2.1 Introduction
E-commerce has become an important part of our daily life. More and more, people
choose to purchase products online. According to recent studies [35, 36], most online
shoppers browse reviews before making decisions. It is essential for users to be able to
find reliable reviews of high quality. To this end, several websites have implemented
a voting mechanism that allows users to give feedback for online reviews. However,
it is likely that users have yet to provide feedback on initial product reviews, and in
the case of older products, recently posted reviews may not receive votes due to their
low exposure. Therefore, an automatic helpfulness evaluation mechanism is in high
demand to help users evaluates these reviews.
Previous works typically derived useful information from different sources, such
as review content [3, 37, 38], metadata [37, 39, 29], and context [40, 41, 42]. However,
such features were extracted from each source independently, without considering
possible interactions. In particular, previous approaches do not take into account the
customer review evaluating process. A customer’s perception of helpful information
of a review is affected by the sentiment of the review and what the customer already
knows about the product. Before reading a review text for a product, the customer
is very likely to be aware of background information such as star rating, product
attributes, etc.
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When a customer reads a review, the customer’s expectations may be affected
by the sentiment of the review. If the review gives a low star rating, he may hold a
negative opinion towards the item at first and mainly look into those aspects of the
review supporting the low star rating. Consider the following example:
I loved the simplicity of the mouse, . . . and it was very comfortable . . .About
4 months of owning the mouse the scroll wheel seemed to be in always
clicked in position, and would only stop after clicking it down hard for a
couple seconds. I’m very disappointed with the quality of the mouse. . . .
The above review has a star rating of 2 out of 5. For a review with an overall
negative sentiment like this, we may pay more attention to its descriptions of bad
aspects (text in italics) of the product than we do to the good aspects. Therefore, each
word/sentence may contribute unequally to the helpfulness of a review, with regard
to its sentiment. Although review sentiment has been previously explored [43, 37, 39],
previous works have not used review sentiment to identify useful information from
review text.
In addition, the customer likely has some preconceptions of the product features
they are most interested in. With these expectations in mind, the customer pays
special attention to those aspects of the review text that they find most salient. For
example, for a review of a computer mouse, we may expect to see the comments
related to attributes such as hand feel, ease of use, scroll wheel and so on. Such
attributes are considered helpful and garner more attention. Moreover, although
the attributes that customers are interested in may be quite similar, the degree of
importance of these attributes may vary from product to product. Consider the
above review for example, here scroll wheel may be the most salient feature for the
mouse. There have been earlier efforts [2, 3, 29] at capturing useful information from
a review by considering product information. However, the unique aspects of each
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product (different levels of importance of attributes, evaluation standard, etc.) were
not fully identified in those efforts.
Our research focus is on evaluating the helpfulness of online reviews. We have
explored two tasks: first, given a review, we evaluate if it is helpful or not. Second, for
each product, we recommend the top n helpful reviews for users. As described above,
we have insights to improve the performance of review helpfulness evaluation from
two perspectives. Therefore, we have to address the following two research questions:
(a) Can the sentiment of a review be used to identify the helpful information from
a review and improve review helpfulness evaluation? (b) Can product related at-
tributes, especially the unique attributes of each product, be used to identify helpful
information from a review and improve review helpfulness evaluation?
In this paper, we explore these research questions and address design and perfor-
mance issues in previous approaches to evaluating the helpfulness of online reviews.
We propose a novel neural network architecture to introduce sentiment and product
information when identifying helpful content from a review text. First, we use a hier-
archical bi-directional LSTM to generate sentence-level and review-level representa-
tions. Then we augment the model with two attention layers to encode the sentiment
and product information, respectively, into the review representation. The sentiment
attention layer captures the sentiment-influenced importance of each word/sentence
in the review. The product attention layer is designed to capture important attributes
of a review from both related products and the particular product under considera-
tion. We combine the review representations learned from the two attention layers
with the expectation that these representations will behave synergistically. The main
contributions are summarized as follows:
• To our knowledge, we are the first to propose that customers may have dif-
ferent expectations for reviews that express different sentiments. We design a
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sentiment attention layer to model sentiment-driven changes in user focus on a
review.
• We propose a novel product attention layer. The purpose of this layer is to
automatically identify the important product-related attributes from reviews.
This layer fuses information not only from related products, but also from the
specific product.
• We evaluate the performance of our model on two real-world data sets: the
Amazon data set and the Yelp data set. We consider two application scenarios:
cold start and warm start. In the cold start scenario, our model demonstrates
an AUC improvement of 5.4% and 1.5% on Amazon and Yelp data sets, re-
spectively, when compared to the state of the art model. We also validate the
effectiveness of each of the attention layers of our proposed model in both two
scenarios.
• In addition, we evaluate the performance of our model from the perspective of
recommendations based on three metrics: NDCG@10, Precision@10 and Re-
call@10. Our model outperforms the state-of-the-art model PRH-Net designed
by Fan et al. [29] on all three of these metrics.
2.2 Related Work
Previous studies have concentrated on mining useful features from the content (i. e.,
the review itself) and/or the context (other sources such as reviewer or user informa-
tion) of the reviews [1, 42, 38, 2, 44, 3, 37, 45, 40, 46].
Content features have been extracted and widely utilized. They can be roughly
broken down into the following categories: structural features, lexical features, syn-
tactic features, emotional features, semantic features, and argument features [1, 2, 44,
3, 37, 38, 46, 47]. Structural features include the number of tokens and sentences,
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the percentage of question sentences, the star rating, and so on. They are related
to structural properties and are used to reveal a user’s attitude towards a product.
Lexical features including unigrams and bigrams are weighted by tf-idf to represent
a text. Syntactic features, such as the number/percentage of the verbs and nouns in
a review, are used to capture the linguistic properties. Emotional features usually
adopt 20 emotion categories from the Geneva Affect Label Coder dictionary. The fre-
quency of each emotion category and the number of non-emotional words are counted
as emotional features. For semantic features, researchers leveraged the existing lin-
guistic dictionary INQUIRER to represent a review in semantic dimensions [38]. For
argument features, researchers focused on the argumentative sentences in a review
and examined them from different perspectives like component, token, letter, and
position [47].
Prior works have generally investigated one or more content features. For instance,
Kim et al. [1] investigated a variety of content features from Amazon product reviews,
and found that features such as review length, unigrams and product ratings are most
useful in measuring review helpfulness. Yang et al. [38] mainly exploited two semantic
features (i. e., Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count, and General Inquirer) to analyze
and predict helpful reviews. Martin et al. [37] proposed that emotional words play
an important role in predicting helpfulness of review text. They extracted emotion
from reviews by making use of GALC, a general lexicon of emotional words associated
with a model representing 20 different categories, and results show that emotion based
methods outperform previous structure based approach.
Context features have also been studied to improve helpfulness prediction [40, 41,
42]. For example, Mahony et al. [40] combined features mined from the reviewer
and the wider community reviewing activity, and features derived from the review
text. Lu et al. [41] examined social context that may reveal the quality of reviewers to
enhance the prediction of the quality of reviews. Tang et al. [42] identified the context
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information from the aspects of reviewers, raters and their relationship, and designed
a context-aware model to predict review helpfulness. While context information shows
promise for improving helpfulness prediction, it may not be available across different
platforms and is not appropriate for designing a universal model.
Deep Neural Networks have recently been proposed for helpfulness prediction
of online reviews [26, 27, 28, 29, 48]. To tackle the problem of insufficient labeled
data to build the review helpfulness model, Chen et al. [26] proposed a model with
a transfer learning module to adapt domain knowledge. The shared and domain-
specific features are maintained separately by introducing adversarial and domain
discrimination losses. Chen et al. [27] designed a word-level gating mechanism to
represent the relative importance of each word. Fan et al. [28] proposed a multi-task
paradigm to predict the star ratings of reviews and to identify the helpful reviews
more accurately. They also utilized the metadata of the target product in addition
to the textual content of a review to better represent a review [29].
Available Data Sets. Most prior research has utilized data sets constructed from
Amazon product reviews [1, 2, 46, 3, 38, 26, 27]. The data set size varies from ∼23K
reviews of one product category [2] to ∼2.9M reviews of five product categories [26].
Some researchers also considered multiple data sources. Martin et al. [37] adopted
three data sets collected from Amazon, Yelp, and TripAdvisor, respectively. But
the data set from TripAdvisor is relatively small, containing only ∼68K reviews.
Tang et al. [42] and Lu et al. [41] constructed data sets from Ciao, a popular product
review site. In contrast to Amazon, which allows users to give a binary vote for review
helpfulness, Ciao supports scores ranging from 0 to 5 to indicate the helpfulness of a
review. However, the Ciao data sets that they used are not publicly available. Fan
et al. [29] used two large-scale data sets: ∼23.8M reviews from 9 Amazon product
categories and ∼2.6M reviews from 5 Yelp product categories. We employ the same
data sets in our work as Fan et al. [29].
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The methods summarized above are representative of the research progress in re-
view helpfulness prediction. Sentiment and product information have been explored
previously [37, 43, 1, 29]. With respect to sentiment, Martin et al. [37] extracted
emotional words from review text to serve as important parameters for helpfulness
prediction. Huang et al. [43] found that the sentiment of a review is positively corre-
lated with review helpfulness. However, previous research has not taken into account
differences in customer expectations that can result from review sentiment percep-
tion. With respect to product information, Fan et al. [29] tried to better represent
the salient information in reviews by considering the metadata information (title,
categories) of the target product. However, this information can be quite similar for
products of the same type, so the unique aspects of each product (different degrees
of importance of attributes, evaluation standard, etc.) can not be fully captured
from reviews. Wu et al. [49] proposed an architecture that is superficially similar to
ours in the sense that both architectures are based on LSTM networks and attention
layers. They utilized a user attention layer and a product attention layer to capture
sentiment-related information. In contrast, we design a sentiment attention layer
and a product attention layer to identify the helpful information from a review text.
Consequently, the internal design of our attention layers are different from theirs as
they serve completely different purposes.
2.3 Proposed Model
Our model is shown in Fig. 3.2. It is built upon a hierarchical bi-directional LSTM,
which is a standard model for document understanding and classification ([50, 51]).
We proposed two novel attention layers that incorporate sentiment and product in-
formation in order to improve review representations. The product attention layer is
designed by fusing the information from both the target product and related prod-


























































Figure 2.1: The architecture of HSAPA.
a review through the attention mechanism. After applying two attention layers sep-
arately, we get a combination of two review representations to predict the review
helpfulness, which has a joint effect. As the main components of our model are the
Hierarchical bi-directional LSTM, the Sentiment Attention layer, and the Product
Attention layer, we refer to our model as HSAPA.
2.3.1 Hierarchical Bi-directional LSTM
Our proposed model is based on a hierarchical bi-directional LSTM. A bi-directional
LSTM model is able to learn past and future dependencies. This provides a better
understanding of context [52]. The hierarchical architecture includes two levels: the
word level and the sentence level. These levels learn dependencies between words and
sentences, respectively.
Word Encoder. A bi-directional LSTM consists of two LSTM networks that process
data in opposite directions. At the word level, we feed the embedding of each word
into a unit of both LSTMs, and get two hidden states. We then concatenate these
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hidden states learned from bi-directional LSTM. The state hij is the concatenation
of these hidden states for the word xij.
Sentence Encoder. At the sentence level, a sentence representation is learned














where sj refers to a weighted representation of the jth sentence after applying the
attention layer. The state hj is the the final representation for the sentence sj by
concatenating the hidden states −→h j and
←−
h j.
2.3.2 Sentiment Attention Layer
For reviews that express different types of sentiment (positive, negative, etc.), cus-
tomers may have different expectations, and attend to different words or sentences of a
review. In order to learn the sentiment-influenced importance of each word/sentence,
we propose a custom attention layer.
In this attention layer, we use an embedded vector to represent each type of
sentiment. We use the star rating of each review to indicate its sentiment, and map
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each discrete star rating into a real-valued and continuous vector Sent. For example,
for Amazon reviews, a reader can give a star rating ranging from 1 to 5. In this
case, we’ll have 5 vectors that represent the five different types of sentiment. This
vector is initialized randomly, and updated gradually through the training process
by reviews with the corresponding star rating. Sent can be interpreted as a high
level representation of the sentiment-specific information. We measure the similarity
between the sentiment and each word/sentence using a score function. The score
function is defined as:
f(Sent, hsij) = (vsw)T tanh(W swhhsij +W swsSent+ bsw) , (2.7)
where vsw is a weight vector, and (vsw)T indicates its transpose, W swh and W sws are
weight matrices, and bsw is the bias vector. At the word level, the input to the score
function is the abstract sentiment representation Sent and the hidden state of the
ith word in the jth sentence hsij. Next, we use the softmax function to normalize the











αsij is the attention weight for the word representation hsij.
The sentence representation is a weighted aggregation of word representations,
the jth sentence is represented as Equation 2.10. The number of words in the jth
sentence is denoted by l. The representation of a review is also a weighted combination
of sentence representations defined as Equation 2.11, where hsj is the hidden state of
the jth sentence ssj , which is learned through the bi-directional LSTM. The value m














The value βsj indicates the corresponding attention score for hsj . The weight score βsj
is calculated based on the score function f(.) defined as:





2.3.3 Product Attention Layer
As shown in the top right corner of Fig. 3.2, the Product Attention Layer consists
of two components: related product information and unique product information.
Metadata information is embedded and fed into a CNN model [53] to capture the
related product information, and the product identifier is encoded to represent the
unique product information.
Related Product Information
When reading a review, customers may focus on different attributes depending on the
product the review references. We take advantage of the metadata information (such
as title, product description, product category, etc.) of each product to learn common
attributes shared by related products. Consider the following product description of
a computer mouse:
Ergonomic shape - Ergonomically shaped design and soft rubber grips
conform to your hand . . .
Interface - USB receiver. . .
Convenient controls - Easy-to-reach . . .
Micro-precise scroll wheel - With more grooves per millimeter. . .
Long battery life - 3 year battery life . . .
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From this description, we want to learn common product related attributes such as
"shape", "interface", "battery life", "scroll wheel" etc. If these attributes appear in a
review text, they may attract more customer attention.
In order to capture key information from the metadata, we make use of a CNN
model [53]. This CNN model generalizes well for multiple NLP tasks such as text
understanding [54], document classification [18, 55, 56], etc. The CNN model can
acquire important information from a text. Moreover, it has a relatively simple
architecture and fewer parameters compared to other models such as LSTM, Bi-
LSTM, etc., and requires less training time.
The CNN model consists of a convolution layer, a max-pooling layer, and a fully
connected layer. In the convolution layer, each filter is applied to a window of words
to generate the feature map. For example, we apply a filter w ∈ Rhk to a window
of words xi:i+h−1. Here k indicates the dimension of the word vector, and xi:i+h−1
refers to the concatenation of h words from xi to xi+h−1. The context feature cih is
generated as:
cih = ReLU(wxi:i+h−1 + b) , (2.14)
where b is the bias item.
We evaluated different approaches to initializing the word vector such as the pre-
trained Word2Vec embedding [57], the pretrained GloVe embedding [58] and random
initialized embedding, as well as different vector dimensions. The pretrained GloVe
with 100 dimensions was able to achieve the best performance and required relatively
less training time.
A feature map of the text is then generated through ch = [c1h, c2h, ..., cnh], where
c1h, c2h, ...cnh refer to context features extracted from different sliding windows of the
text, and ch indicates the concatenation of these features. The feature map ch is then
fed into a max-pooling layer, and the maximum value is extracted as c = max{ch}
as the important information extracted by a particular filter. A number of filters
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are used, and the extracted features are concatenated and fed into a fully connected
layer to generate a vector Prod1. Prod1 is a representation of the important related
product attributes in the metadata.
Unique Product Information
Although reviews for the same type of product may share the same important at-
tributes, the degree of importance of these attributes may vary from product to
product. In order to represent the unique characteristics of each product, the unique
product identifier for each product is mapped into a vector Prod2. At the outset,
Prod2 is randomly initialized. During the training process, this vector is only up-
dated when reviews specific to the product are used for training. Thus Prod2 can be
interpreted as a high level representation of product-specific information. The final
product representation Prod is generated by combining the two vectors: Prod1 and
Prod2 as:
Prod = tanh(W1Prod1 +W2Prod2 + bp) , (2.15)
whereW1 andW2 are weight matrices for Prod1 and Prod2 respectively, and bp is the
bias vector. We calculate the product attention weights based on the score function
f(.), and the input to the score function is the product representation Prod and
hidden state of a word hpij:




ij +W pwpProd+ bpw) , (2.16)
where (vpw)T denotes the transpose of weight vector vpw, W
p
wh and W pwp are weight ma-
trices, and bpw is the bias vector. Then we apply softmax function to get a normalized
attention score αpij. At the word level, the sentence representation is defined in Equa-
tion 2.17, where αpij indicates the product attention score of the word representation
hpij. The representation of a review can be obtained formally through Equation 2.18,
















After applying the sentiment attention layer and the product attention layer sep-
arately, we obtain two different review representations rs and rp. These two repre-
sentations are concatenated as the final representation of a review r = [rs, rp]. Then,
we apply a fully connected layer on top of r, to classify the helpfulness of a review.
2.3.4 Loss Function
To minimize the difference between the predicted helpfulness value and the actual
helpfulness label, we utilize cross entropy loss as the objective function. It is a




(yilog(p(yi)) + (1− yi)log(1− p(yi))) , (2.19)
where yi indicates the actual helpfulness label, p(yi) indicates the probability of help-
fulness. N is the number of training observations. We present details on how these
yi are assigned in the following section.
2.4 Experiment and Results
This section focuses on evaluating our architecture with respect to review helpfulness.
Given a review, we want to determine whether or not it is helpful. We first compared
our model with competing models in prior works on two data sets. Then, we evalu-
ated the performance of different components of our architecture in two application
scenarios: cold start scenario and warm start scenario. Correspondingly, we split the
data into training and test data differently for the two scenarios. Last, we compared
the performance of our proposed model in both warm-start and cold-start scenarios.
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Evaluation Metric. In this study we use the Receiver Operating Characteristic
Area Under the Curve (ROC AUC) statistic to evaluate the performance of our
proposed model. This is a standard statistic used in the machine learning community
to compare models. It is a robust statistic where imbalanced data sets are involved.
2.4.1 Data Sets
We evaluate our model on two publicly available data sets. One data set originates
from Amazon reviews and was released by Julian McAuley [59]. The other data set is
from the Yelp Dataset Challenge 2018 [60]. We pre-process the data in the same way
as Fan et al. [29]: First, we join the product review with corresponding metadata
information. Second, we filter out the reviews that have no votes. Last, we label
reviews that receive more than 75% helpful votes out of total votes as helpful, and
label the remaining reviews as unhelpful.
We chose the same threshold of 75% as presented by Fan et al. [29], in order
to provide a fair comparison with their reported model performance. Moreover, the
threshold of 75% makes more sense than a lower threshold such as 50%. Analysis of
the data set shows that more than 80% of the reviews achieve a helpfulness vote ratio
greater than 50%. In contrast, only around 60% of the reviews achieve a helpfulness
vote ratio of more than 75%. If we chose a threshold of 50%, the problem would
become much easier, as only the clearly unhelpful reviews would be labelled negative.
More importantly, the majority of the reviews labelled as positive are not what we
want. We want to identify only the most helpful reviews, in order to avoid having to
read all of the reviews that would be labelled positive with a lower threshold.
Data Set Partition for Cold Start Scenario.
In practice, a new product may have not yet received any helpful votes. Therefore
assessment standards can’t be captured from past voting information and can lead to
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the cold start problem. To evaluate model performance in this scenario, we randomly
select 80% of the products and their corresponding reviews as the training data set for
each product category in both data sets. The remaining products and their reviews
are employed as the test data set. The statistics of the two data sets are summarized
in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. All of the reviews for a given product appear only in the
training data set or test data set. Consequently, all products in this test data set
face the cold start problem. Even though the partitioning approach is the same as
that reported by Fan et al. [29], a consequence of the random selection of products
into test and training data sets is that the actual number of reviews differs from that
of Fan et al. [29]. However, the difference is less than 1%, which is not statistically
significant.
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Table 2.1: Statistics of Amazon data set in cold start scenario.
Category
Training Set Test Set
# products # samples # positivesamples # products # samples
# positive
samples
Books 1,153,732 8,821,657 5,537,695 288,434 2,202,121 1,376,997
Clothing 382,366 1,478,488 1,076,066 95,592 372,662 271,737
Electronics 222,844 2,575,592 1,658,149 55,712 642,424 419,284
Grocery & Gourmet food 77,056 437,253 292,946 19,264 109,019 73,600
Health & Personal Care 118,088 1,082,862 679,331 29,522 277,408 173,211
Home & Kitchen 176,549 1,480,520 1,091,194 44,138 360,402 266,020
Movies & TV 126,135 2,031,602 990,912 31,534 525,598 265,413
Pet Supplies 44,925 360,381 268,509 11,232 88,094 66,207
Tools & Home Improv. 107,556 637,594 450,303 26,890 162,161 114,439
Total 2,409,251 18,905,949 12,045,105 602,318 4,769,889 3,026,908
Table 2.2: Statistics of Yelp data set in cold start scenario.
Category
Training Set Test Set
# products # samples # positivesamples # products # samples
# positive
samples
Beauty & Spas 13,838 162,111 90,005 3,460 41,458 23,021
Health & Medical 12,366 102,592 66,753 3,092 25,687 16,899
Home Services 13,476 116,310 76,506 3,412 27,222 18,624
Restaurants 44,818 1,479,587 590,388 10,514 346,440 142,098
Shopping 23,591 220,431 101,967 5,898 55,743 27,262
Total 108,089 2,081,031 925,619 26,376 496,550 227,904
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Data Set Partition for Warm Start Scenario
The warm start scenario is another scenario in which some reviews for products have
user votes, while other reviews haven’t yet received user votes. In this scenario,
we evaluated the different components in the proposed HSAPA model. Moreover, we
compared the performance of HSAPA in the warm start scenario with that in the cold
start scenario. We verified that our proposed model can achieve better performance
in warm-start scenario where the unique product information can be captured.
For this scenario, we randomly select 80% of the reviews as the training data,
and use the remaining reviews as the test data. The data statistics are shown in
Table 2.3 and Table 2.4. As 80% of the reviews for products are in training data
set, this partitioning produces a warm start scenario. As in the cold-start scenario,
we randomly selected 10% of the reviews from the training set as a validation data
set. We then performed a grid search of hyper-parameter space on the validation
data set to determine the best choice of hyper-parameters. The model with fixed
hyper-parameters for each category are then trained on the entire training data set.
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Table 2.3: Statistics of Amazon data set in warm start scenario.
Category
Training Set Test Set
# products # samples # positivesamples # products # samples
# positive
samples
Books 1,326,937 8,819,022 5,531,753 695,623 2,204,756 1,382,939
Clothing 424,064 1,480,920 1,078,242 183,650 370,230 269,561
Electronics 257,439 2,574,412 1,661,946 143,507 643,604 415,487
Grocery & Gourmet food 87,851 437,017 293,236 43,055 109,255 73,310
Health & Personal Care 135,648 1,088,216 682,033 73,610 272,054 170,509
Home & Kitchen 201,516 1,472,737 1,085,771 103,922 368,185 271,443
Movies & TV 147,765 2,045,760 1,005,060 88,935 511,440 251,265
Pet Supplies 51,455 358,780 267,772 27,100 89,695 66,944
Tools & Home Improv. 122,065 639,804 451,793 60,408 159,951 112,949
Total 2,754,740 18,916,668 12,057,606 1,419,810 4,729,170 3,014,407
Table 2.4: Statistics of Yelp data set in warm start scenario.
Category
Training Set Test Set
# products # samples # positivesamples # products # samples
# positive
samples
Beauty & Spas 16,721 162,855 90,420 11,154 40,714 22,606
Health & Medical 14,873 102,623 66,921 9,315 25,656 16,731
Home Services 16,140 114,825 76,104 9,931 28,707 19,026
Restaurants 54,370 1,460,821 585,988 43,229 365,206 146,498
Shopping 28,493 220,939 103,383 17,887 55,235 25,846




We compare our proposed model with several baseline models in the cold start sce-
nario. Two of the models, Fusion (GALC) and Fusion (R.F.), rely on hand-crafted
features. The list of hand crafted features are Structural features (STR), Emotional
features (GALC), Lexical features (LEX) and Semantic features (INQUIRER). These
features were described earlier in Section 2. The baseline models that we use to com-
pare our model are:
• Fusion (SVM) uses a Support Vector Machine to fuse features from the preced-
ing feature list.
• Fusion (R.F.) uses a Random Forest to fuse features from the preceding feature
list.
• Embedding-Gated CNN (EG-CNN) [27] introduces a word-level gating mech-
anism that weights word embeddings to represent the relative importance of
each word.
• Multi-task Neural Learning (MTNL) [28] is based on a multi-task neural learn-
ing architecture with a secondary task that tries to predict the star ratings of
reviews.
• Product-aware Review Helpfulness Net (PRH-Net) [29] is a neural network-
based model that introduces target product information to enhance the repre-
sentation of a review. Fan et al. evaluate this model on the two data sets we
are using and claim that PRH-Net is the state of the art.
The source code of the models listed above is not available. In their paper,
Fan et al. [29] implemented these models (Fusion SVM, Fusion R.F., EG-CNN, and
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MTNL) and reported a comparison of the results on two data sets with their own
model (PRH-Net). These two data sets are publicly available ([59, 60]). Therefore,
we conducted experiments on the same data sets, and compare the performance of
our model with the results reported by Fan et al. [29]
Training Settings
The training is based on the data sets in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. We use the same
data sets and same partition approach as Fan et al. [29]. This allows us to directly
compare the performance of our model with the results reported by Fan et al. [29].
We randomly select 10% of the products and their corresponding reviews from the
training set as a validation data set. We then performed a grid search of hyper-
parameter space on the validation data set to determine the best choice of hyper-
parameters. These hyper-parameters include number of hidden units for each LSTM
cell, embedding dimension for each word, learning rate, number of epochs and so on.
These hyper-parameters were optimized on a per category basis. The models were
then trained based on the entire training data set with these fixed hyper-parameters.
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Table 2.5: Review helpfulness prediction of Amazon data set. The best performances are in bold.
Category (AC) LEX INQUIRER FUSION(SVM)
FUSION
(R.F.) EG-CNN MTNL PRH-Net HSAPA
AC1: Books 0.572 0.620 0.594 0.601 0.625 0.629 0.652 0.712
AC2: Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry 0.538 0.608 0.587 0.557 0.590 0.592 0.614 0.679
AC3: Electronics 0.555 0.627 0.584 0.588 0.615 0.618 0.644 0.723
AC4: Grocery & Gourmet Food 0.526 0.618 0.537 0.556 0.613 0.638 0.715 0.718
AC5: Health & Personal Care 0.533 0.617 0.599 0.565 0.617 0.624 0.672 0.723
AC6: Home & Kitchen 0.545 0.609 0.579 0.573 0.605 0.611 0.630 0.697
AC7: Movies & TV 0.562 0.637 0.605 0.617 0.648 0.652 0.675 0.753
AC8: Pet Supplies 0.542 0.603 0.548 0.558 0.580 0.619 0.679 0.701
AC9: Tools & Home Improv. 0.548 0.592 0.565 0.586 0.607 0.621 0.644 0.699
Average 0.547 0.615 0.578 0.578 0.611 0.623 0.658 0.712
Table 2.6: Review helpfulness prediction of Yelp data set. The best performances are in bold.
Category (YC) LEX INQUIRER FUSION(SVM)
FUSION
(R.F.) EG-CNN MTNL PRH-Net HSAPA
YC1: Beauty & Spas 0.500 0.570 0.521 0.541 0.571 0.581 0.642 0.669
YC2: Health & Medical 0.517 0.584 0.535 0.538 0.580 0.603 0.665 0.683
YC3: Home Services 0.528 0.627 0.584 0.588 0.563 0.618 0.732 0.736
YC4: Restaurants 0.516 0.582 0.569 0.554 0.581 0.605 0.658 0.664
YC5: Shopping 0.518 0.609 0.542 0.555 0.572 0.619 0.674 0.695
Average 0.516 0.584 0.541 0.544 0.573 0.601 0.674 0.689
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Results and Findings
Tables 2.5 and 2.6 show the results on the Amazon data set and Yelp data set,
respectively. In Table 2.5 we see that our model outperforms previous models on all
categories of the Amazon data set. The average improvement in AUC is 5.4% over
the next best model. We observe that the degree of improvement varies from category
to category. In the categories AC3 (Electronics), our model achieves improvement of
7.9%. In contrast, for the category AC4 (Grocery & Gourmet Food), the improvement
is only 0.3%. We note that the category AC4, has less data than most of other
categories (Table 2.1). Only the category AC8 (Pet Supplies) contains fewer products
and reviews. However, there are proportionally more reviews per product for the
category AC8 than for the category AC4. We suspect that sentiment embedding
and product embedding may not be learned well with such limited and divergent
data. Therefore the improvement is not as high as that for the other categories. The
results for the yelp data set are presented in Table 2.6. We find that our model also
outperforms the previous models in all categories. The average improvement in AUC
is 1.5% over the next best model. We note that the overall improvement is not as
high as that demonstrated in the Amazon data set. This may be due to the relatively
small number of products and reviews in the yelp data set. With the exception
of the category YC4 (Restaurants), the other categories have fewer products and
reviews than all of categories of Amazon data set. The comparison results presented
in Tables 2.5 and 2.6 show that our model outperforms the baseline models in the
cold start scenario.
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Table 2.7: t-test results for HSAPA and PRH-Net on Amazon data set.
Category (AC) PRH-Net HSAPA t-value p-value (<)
AC1: Books 0.652±0.023 0.712±0.044 6.098 0.0005
AC2: Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry 0.614±0.006 0.679±0.032 9.084 0.0005
AC3: Electronics 0.644±0.017 0.723±0.026 13.588 0.0005
AC4: Grocery & Gourmet Food 0.715±0.077 0.718±0.019 0.706 0.25
AC5: Health & Personal Care 0.672±0.048 0.723±0.047 4.853 0.0005
AC6: Home & Kitchen 0.630±0.019 0.697±0.029 10.332 0.0005
AC7: Movies & TV 0.675±0.023 0.753±0.051 6.840 0.0005
AC8: Pet Supplies 0.679±0.060 0.701±0.013 7.568 0.0005
AC9: Tools & Home Improv. 0.644±0.023 0.699±0.035 7.028 0.0005
Table 2.8: t-test results for HSAPA and PRH-Net on Yelp data set.
Category (YC) PRH-Net HSAPA t-value p-value (<)
YC1: Beauty & Spas 0.642±0.061 0.669±0.018 6.708 0.0005
YC2: Health & Medical 0.665±0.069 0.683±0.022 3.659 0.001
YC3: Home Services 0.732±0.129 0.736±0.029 0.617 0.5
YC4: Restaurants 0.658±0.053 0.664±0.025 1.073 0.15
YC5: Shopping 0.674±0.055 0.695±0.036 2.609 0.01
Significance Test
We further evaluate the significance of the improvement of our proposed model by
conducting a one-tailed t-test. We ran each model 20 times, and the number of
degrees of freedom is 19.
We compared the result of our model (HSAPA) with the state of the art model
(PRH-Net) in the code start scenario. The t-test results for the Amazon and Yelp
data sets are shown in Tables 2.7 and 2.8, respectively. In the second column of
these tables, we show the average accuracy value and standard deviation for each
category for our model. The last two columns show the calculated t value and the
corresponding p value respectively. In the case of the Amazon data set (Table 2.7),
the statistical results demonstrate that our method is significantly better than the
state of the art model with a p value of 0.0005 for all categories except for category
AC4. In contrast to the other categories, category AC4 is a relatively small data set
(437,253) representing a relatively large number of products (96,320). These results
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suggest that the model we propose performs better on larger data sets. Even in
the case of category AC4, our model still achieves result comparable to the state
of the art model. In the case of the Yelp data set (Table 2.8) the improvement in
performance is not as uniformly statistically significant. This may be a consequence
of the relatively small size of the training data set. Nonetheless, the results are still
statistically significant with p <= 0.01 for categories YC1, YC2, and YC5.
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Table 2.9: Performance of our models with different components. The best performance for each scenario is indicated in bold.
Data Set Cold Start Scenario Warm Start ScenarioHBiLSTM HSA HPA HSAPA HBiLSTM HSA HPA HSAPA
Amazon 0.678 0.698 0.685 0.712 0.681 0.708 0.736 0.760
Yelp 0.641 0.667 0.654 0.689 0.642 0.660 0.680 0.712
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2.4.3 Evaluating Different Components of HSAPA
In order to tease out the performance contribution of each of the components of
our model, we evaluated the different components of HSAPA model. We report the
average results across all categories on the Amazon and Yelp data sets for the models
with different components in Table 2.9. Here HBiLSTM refers to the hierarchical
bi-directional LSTM model without either of the attention layers. We use it as the
baseline model for comparison. HSA refers to the combination of the HBiLSTM with
the sentiment attention layer. HPA refers to the combination of the HBiLSTM with
the product attention layer. Finally, HSAPA refers to the complete model which
implements both attention layers. For this evaluation, we test the above models in
both the cold start and warm start scenarios. The models are trained respectively on
the data sets for both two scenarios, and the hyper-parameters are tuned to achieve
the best AUC for each model.
In the cold start scenario, from Table 2.9, we see that adding a sentiment attention
layer (HSA) to the base model (HBiLSTM) results in an average improvement in the
AUC score of 2.0% and 2.6%, respectively on the Amazon and Yelp data sets. By
adding a product attention layer (HPA) to the base model (HBiLSTM), the improve-
ment is 0.7% and 1.3% on the Amazon and Yelp data sets respectively. Combining
all three components results in an even larger increase in AUC score, 3.4% and 4.8%,
respectively on the Amazon and Yelp data sets. We note that in both data sets, the
improvement from the product attention layer is lower than that from the sentiment
attention layer. This may be due to the fact that in the cold start scenario we have
no information about the target product. Possibly the helpful attributes shared by
related products may not be sufficiently accurate.
In the warm start scenario, we also evaluated the contribution of each attention
layer and the combination of the two attention layers of the proposed HSAPA model.
From Table 2.9, we see that the addition of the sentiment layer (HSA) to the base
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Table 2.10: Performance of HSAPA on Amazon data set in the cold start and warm
start scenarios. The best average performance over the entire Amazon dataset is
indicated in bold.
Category HSAPA (cold) HSAPA (warm)
AC1: Books 0.712 0.775
AC2: Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry 0.679 0.723
AC3: Electronics 0.723 0.725
AC4: Grocery & Gourmet Food 0.718 0.779
AC5: Health & Personal Care 0.723 0.782
AC6: Home & Kitchen 0.697 0.744
AC7: Movies & TV 0.753 0.826
AC8: Pet Supplies 0.701 0.746
AC9: Tools & Home Improv. 0.699 0.745
Average 0.712 0.760
model increases the AUC by 1.8% and 2.7% on Yelp and Amazon data sets, respec-
tively. And the addition of the product attention layer (HPA) to the base model
increases the AUC by 3.8% and 5.5% on Yelp and Amazon data sets, respectively.
In sum, we observe a synergistic effect resulting from the addition of the two at-
tention layers, for both two scenarios. Comparing the two scenarios in Table 2.9, we
have two additional observations. First, the average performance of the base model
(HBiLSTM) is very similar in both two scenarios. Second, adding the product atten-
tion layer (HPA) leads to higher improvements than adding the sentiment attention
layer (HSA) on both data sets in the warm start scenario. But it’s different for the
case of cold start scenario.
2.4.4 Performance Comparison of HSAPA in Two Scenarios
We further compared the performance of our proposed model HSAPA in two sce-
narios: warm start and cold start. Tables 2.10 and 2.11 show the results of HSAPA
on each category of Amazon and Yelp data sets for the two scenarios. We see that
HSAPA in the warm start scenario outperforms HSAPA in the cold start scenario
on most categories of the two data sets. In the cold start scenario, the product em-
bedding can only be learned from reviews of related products. In contrast, product
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Table 2.11: Performance of HSAPA on Yelp data set in the cold start and warm start
scenarios. The best average performance over the entire Yelp dataset is indicated in
bold.
Category HSAPA (cold) HSAPA (warm)
YC1: Beauty & Spas 0.669 0.694
YC2: Health & Medical 0.683 0.728
YC3: Home Services 0.736 0.742
YC4: Restaurants 0.664 0.666
YC5: Shopping 0.695 0.728
Average 0.689 0.712
information can be learned from both the target product and related products in
the warm start scenario. This explains why HSAPA model can achieve better per-
formance in the warm start scenario. In practice, one can expect a mix of cold and
warm start scenarios where HSAPA is expected to demonstrate superior performance
than in cold start scenario.
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Table 2.12: The t-test results of HSAPA on Amazon data set for two scenarios.
Category HSAPA (cold) HSAPA (warm) t-value p-value (<)
AC1: Books 0.712±0.044 0.775±0.036 4.956 0.0005
AC2: Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry 0.679±0.032 0.723±0.029 4.556 0.0005
AC3: Electronics 0.723±0.026 0.725±0.033 0.213 0.5
AC4: Grocery & Gourmet Food 0.718±0.019 0.779±0.030 7.682 0.0005
AC5: Health & Personal Care 0.723±0.047 0.782±0.035 4.503 0.0005
AC6: Home & Kitchen 0.697±0.029 0.744±0.042 4.118 0.0005
AC7: Movies & TV 0.753±0.051 0.826±0.047 4.707 0.0005
AC8: Pet Supplies 0.701±0.013 0.746±0.019 8.742 0.0005
AC9: Tools & Home Improv. 0.699±0.035 0.745±0.028 4.590 0.0005
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Table 2.13: t-test results of HSAPA on Yelp data set for two scenarios.
Category HSAPA (cold) HSAPA (warm) t-value p-value (<)
YC1: Beauty & Spas 0.669±0.018 0.694±0.020 4.155 0.0005
YC2: Health & Medical 0.683±0.022 0.728±0.028 5.652 0.0005
YC3: Home Services 0.736±0.029 0.742±0.031 0.632 0.50
YC4: Restaurants 0.664±0.025 0.666±0.017 0.296 0.50
YC5: Shopping 0.695±0.036 0.728±0.025 3.367 0.005
We evaluated the significance of the performance difference of our proposed model
in warm start and cold start scenarios by conducting a one-tailed t-test. The t-
test results for the Amazon and Yelp data sets are shown in Table 12 and Table
13, respectively. We find that the model in the warm start scenario can achieve
significant improvement (p < 0.005) compared to that in the cold start scenario for
most categories in both data sets. We also observe that, for Electronics in the Amazon
data set, the performance is not significantly different. We suspect it is because the
information captured from related products are enough to identify helpful information
from a review text. For Home Services and Restaurants in the Yelp data set, we do
not see a significant difference between the two scenarios. For these two categories,
the significance result is consistent with the result shown in Table 2.8. It may be a
consequence of the relatively small size of the training data set. In sum, the results
for most categories demonstrate that the introduction of the product attention layer
is able to capture unique product information in the warm start scenario and improve
the accuracy of our model.
2.4.5 AUC Gain
We observed that for both the cold-start and warm-start (see Table 2.9) scenarios,
adding a sentiment attention layer (HSA) and a product attention layer (HPA) to
the base model (HBiLSTM) results in improvement in the AUC score for both the
Amazon and Yelp data sets. We want to verify that the gain in AUC is a consequence
of the additional attention layers and not simply a result of adding more parameters
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for both scenarios. Therefore, we conducted an experiment to test the hypothesis that
the observed improvement is due to the additional attention layers and not simply a
result of adding more parameters.
We adjusted the hyper-parameters of the HBiLSTM, HSA and HPA models to en-
sure they have approximately the same number of parameters as the complete model
HSAPA. For example, for the category Grocery in the Amazon data set, the number
of parameters of the complete model HSAPA in cold-start scenario is 30,194,490. We
increased the number of hidden units in the other three models to create new mod-
els with approximately the same number of parameters HBiLSTM: 30,420,604, HSA:
30,424,204, HPA: 30,412,858. Recall that the selection of hyper-parameters was deter-
mined by using a grid-search of the hyper-parameter space. Not surprisingly, the new
models with more parameters do not demonstrate an improvement in performance
in comparison to the models with hyper-parameters determined by grid-search. Our
proposed model demonstrates improved performance, not simply because of greater
modelling power due to more parameters, but because of the leveraging of sentiment
and product related information by the sentiment and product attention layers.
2.5 Analysis of Results
2.5.1 Visualization of Attention Layers
We demonstrate the visual examination of attention scores applied at the word level
by randomly sampling three identical review examples (shown in Figure 2.2). We use
two colors: red and green to represent the sentiment attention scores and product
attention scores respectively. The lightness/darkness of the color is proportional to
the magnitude of the attention score. There are a few interesting patterns to note.
First, for the sentiment attention layer, the words that are assigned large weights
have sentiment that is close to the overall sentiment of the review. For instance, in
the example 2 the overall sentiment of the review is positive (5 out of 5). Although
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Figure 2.2: Highlighted words by sentiment and product attention scores in three
review examples.
there are several negative words such as "no" and "don’t", the positive words/phrases
like "great", "remain sharp" are still assigned higher attention weights. In the third
example, the word "Unfortunately" is assigned more weight compared to the word
"well". This observation is consistent with our previous hypothesis that the word
importance in a review can be affected by review sentiment. Second, the attributes
or descriptive words of an attribute of the product in a review text gain higher weights
from the product attention layer. For instance, in the first example the descriptive
words "fit", "enough" and the noun "tub" are assigned relatively high attention scores.
Third, the combination of the important words captured by two attention layers can
give us a brief and thorough summary of a review. It may also visually explain
why the combination of these two can achieve a better result compared to a single
attention layer.
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Figure 2.3: The average error rate for each star rating on Amazon data set
2.5.2 Error Analysis
In this section we present our analysis of misclassified reviews. First, from the per-
spective of sentiment, we calculated the average error rate for each star rating based
on all categories of the amazon data sets. The average error rate for each star rating
is listed in Fig. 2.3. We found that for the star ratings of 3 and 4, we get relatively
high error rates. We interpret that to mean that these star ratings reveal a neutral
sentiment. The attention weights for words/sentences in these star ratings may not
be that different. Consider the following example with a star rating of 3:
The product its self is great, it works wonderful, but getting to its original
state is the tricky part not hard but time consuming!! It does its job and
I got for a great price!
We analyzed the sentiment attention scores, and found that sentiment weights are
almost equally distributed for each word in this review text such as the words "great"
and "tricky". Therefore, the effect of sentiment attention may not help a lot in this
case.
We then calculated the average error rate for each product. We observed that
products with more reviews seem to have smaller error rates. However, this finding
is not consistent for all categories. It holds for some categories such as Home, Health
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Figure 2.4: Histogram of different pairs of star rating combinations for categories:
Home, Clothing, Grocery from the Amazon data set.





















Figure 2.5: Histogram of different pairs of star rating combinations for categories:
Books, Electronics, Movies from the Amazon data set.
and Tools, but fails for the Pet category. In the case of the Pet category, the error
rate does not significantly decrease for products with large numbers of reviews.
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Figure 2.6: Histogram of different pairs of star rating combinations for categories:
Health, Tools, Pet from the Amazon data set.
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Table 2.14: The AUC for Amazon reviews with different star rating distributions.
Category (AC) 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 2-3 2-4 2-5 3-4 3-5 4-5 All
AC1: Books 0.705 0.721 0.766 0.760 0.691 0.739 0.728 0.712 0.720 0.687 0.775
AC2: Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry 0.682 0.699 0.725 0.715 0.677 0.701 0.703 0.692 0.698 0.672 0.723
AC3: Electronics 0.676 0.680 0.722 0.719 0.653 0.697 0.686 0.691 0.689 0.674 0.725
AC4: Grocery & Gourmet Food 0.703 0.714 0.777 0.765 0.682 0.732 0.719 0.714 0.719 0.675 0.779
AC5: Health & Personal Care 0.771 0.760 0.791 0.783 0.758 0.771 0.754 0.762 0.751 0.730 0.782
AC6: Home & Kitchen 0.690 0.699 0.744 0.746 0.694 0.728 0.717 0.719 0.712 0.686 0.744
AC7: Movies & TV 0.753 0.794 0.851 0.826 0.752 0.809 0.798 0.776 0.784 0.763 0.826
AC8: Pet Supplies 0.660 0.678 0.740 0.744 0.670 0.709 0.690 0.699 0.687 0.650 0.746
AC9: Tools & Home Improv. 0.693 0.707 0.746 0.746 0.703 0.729 0.722 0.725 0.720 0.703 0.745
Average 0.704 0.717 0.762 0.756 0.698 0.735 0.724 0.721 0.720 0.693 0.712
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2.5.3 Impact of Sentiment on Model Performance
In this study, we make use of the star rating of each review to represent sentiment. In
this section, we investigate the effect of different star rating combinations on model
performance. We hypothesize that if the combinations of the star ratings represent
very distinct categories, using sentiment derived from star ratings will help the model
achieve better performance. The distributions of the different combinations of pairs
of star ratings for the nine Amazon product categories are shown in Fig. 2.4, Fig. 2.5
and Fig. 2.6. These histograms depict the number of reviews for each of the possible
pair combination (5 choose 2) of rating stars for each product category. From these
figures, we find that there appear to be more reviews with the star rating of 5. Thus,
there are more reviews for pair combinations of 5, i.e., 1-5, 2-5, 3-5, and 4-5. For
other combinations, the number of reviews are similar, but noticeably fewer than
combinations with 5.
We used HSAPA model trained in the warm start scenario to analyze the effect
of sentiment on model performance. In the warm start scenario, we can avoid the
possible effect of product attributes on model performance. The model is the same
as the one we introduced in section 2.4.4. (results shown in Table 2.10). The hyper-
parameters (such as number of units for the Bi-LSTM module) are tuned to achieve
the best AUC. This model was trained on reviews representing all star rating cat-
egories, i.e., one to five stars. We then analyzed the results by focusing on subsets
of reviews corresponding to pairs of star ratings. For example, we considered the
results for one star versus two stars, one star versus three stars, etc. We calculated
the corresponding AUC value to examine the performance of different rating star
combinations. If the reviews have two rating stars which are close, such as three and
four, we consider this combination to have small variance in sentiment. In contrast, if
the combination is a pair of rating stars of one and five, we consider this combination
to have large variance in sentiment,i.e., very distinct sentiment categories.
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Table 2.14 shows the results of this experiment. The last column shows the
AUC of reviews that have rating stars ranging from one to five, i.e., all rating stars
are represented. The preceding columns present the AUC values produced on the
predicted probabilities of reviews that contain only two rating star categories. For
example, column "1-2" refers to the AUC for reviews with one or two rating stars.
The result of this experiment shows that, on average, the combinations "1-4" and
"1-5" exhibit the best performance. These two combinations represent distributions
with large variance in sentiment. In contrast, the columns labeled "4-5", "2-3", and
"1-2" show the AUC values resulting from combinations of pairs of rating stars that
represent small variance in sentiment. The results validate our hypothesis that the
rating stars of reviews affect model performance, and more divergent distributions of
the rating stars can achieve better AUC values. Our model shows higher performance
for reviews with very different rating stars. Intuitively, each product has an average
rating, if a review has a sentiment that is inconsistent with the average rating, it
may be considered as unhelpful. This finding is consistent with previous research [3]
where the difference between current rating star and average rating was used as a
feature. Those researchers found this feature improved performance.
2.6 Helpful Review Recommendation
The model we propose can also be utilized for recommendation purposes. For each
product, in addition to evaluating the helpfulness of each review, we can also recom-
mend the most helpful reviews for customers. We evaluate the performance of our
model as a recommender system by comparing our results with those reported by
Fan et al. [29] for PRH-net.
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2.6.1 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the performance of our model for the recommendation problem, we use
three commonly used metrics: NDCG@n, Precision@n and Recall@n. Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) is widely used to measure the quality and
relevance of search algorithms in information retrieval. Here we apply it to evaluate
the effectiveness of review ranking systems. It is computed as follows.






where n is the number of reviews in the ranking list, i indicates the rank position of
review ui, r(ui) ∈ {0, 1} denotes the helpfulness of ui (1: helpful, 0: unhelpful), and
iDCG is the DCG value computed based on the ideal ranking order of the same set
of reviews. In our analysis, we chose n to be 10 for all three metrics.
2.6.2 Competing Model
In Section 5, we show that our proposed HSAPA model outperforms all previous
models at the task of identifying whether a review is helpful or not. Among all these
models, PRH-Net achieves the best performance. Therefore, we compared the results
of our model with that of the PRH-Net model on the task of recommending the
top n reviews of each product. We implemented the PRH-Net model based on the
description in the paper [29], and tuned the hyper-parameters to achieve the best
AUC performance. Based on the predicted helpfulness for each review, we calculated
the values of the three metrics.
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Table 2.15: Comparison of HSAPA and PRH-Net models based on NDCG@10, Precision@10 and Recall@10 on each Amazon
data category. The best performances are in bold.
Category (AC) NDCG@10 Precision@10 Recall@10PRH-Net HSAPA PRH-Net HSAPA PRH-Net HSAPA
AC1: Books 0.531 0.608 0.741 0.932 0.548 0.694
AC2: Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry 0.637 0.652 0.775 0.874 0.603 0.559
AC3: Electronics 0.519 0.622 0.725 0.929 0.498 0.688
AC4: Grocery & Gourmet Food 0.580 0.693 0.760 0.882 0.590 0.552
AC5: Health & Personal Care 0.566 0.649 0.716 0.863 0.519 0.450
AC6: Home & Kitchen 0.702 0.763 0.785 0.899 0.530 0.560
AC7: Movies & TV 0.480 0.708 0.650 0.874 0.467 0.550
AC8: Pet Supplies 0.628 0.721 0.786 0.921 0.548 0.507
AC9: Tools & Home Improv. 0.592 0.752 0.772 0.919 0.571 0.661
Average 0.582 0.685 0.746 0.898 0.541 0.580
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2.6.3 Results
Table 2.15 lists the results of three metrics for each of the categories of the Amazon
Data set for the HSAPA model and the PRH-Net model. From the table, we ob-
serve that on average, our model outperforms PRH-Net on each of the three metrics:
NDCG@10, precision@10 and recall@10. Our proposed model achieves a precision
of 89.8%. This means that in identifying the top 10 product reviews, our model is
correct 89.8% of the time for this data set. The metric NDCG@10 gives us a more
precise measure based on the position of the reviews we recommended. In terms of
correctness of review position, our model also outperforms PRH-Net. When we look
more closely at each category, we find that across all categories, our model achieves
better NDCG@10 and precision@10 results. In contrast, the recall@10 results are
mixed. The HSAPA model and the PRH-Net model achieve better performance on
different categories. While it is usually desirable to strike a balance between precision
and recall, it is often the case that it is not possible to attain equally high values for
both. We find that our model achieves better precision@10 results than recall@10
results. The Precision@10 and NDCG@10 results indicate that most of the top 10
reviews for each product that our model recommends are of high quality and deemed
to be helpful.
2.7 Conclusion
In this paper, we describe our analysis of review helpfulness prediction and propose
a novel neural network model with attention modules to incorporate sentiment and
product information. We also describe the results of our experiments in two appli-
cation scenarios: cold start and warm start. In the cold start scenario, our results
show that the proposed model outperforms PRH-Net, the previous state of the art
model. The increase in performance, measured by AUC, as compared with PRH-
Net is 5.4% and 1.5% on Amazon and Yelp data sets, respectively. Furthermore,
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we evaluate the effect of each attention layer of proposed model in both scenarios.
Both attention layers contribute to the improvement in performance. In the warm
start scenario, the product attention layer is able to attain better performance than
in cold scenario since it has access to reviews for targeted products. We also evaluate
our model from the perspective of recommender systems with three commonly used
metrics: NDCG@10, Precision@10 and Recall@10. Based on these results, our model
outperforms the state-of-the-art model developed by Fan et al. [29]
Our proposed HSAPA model is able to identify helpful information from a re-
view text based on review rating star values and product metadata such as product
descriptions. The HSAPA model not only identifies helpful reviews, but also recom-
mends the top n helpful reviews for each product. This is quite useful when there are
large numbers of reviews for a product. In this paper, we evaluate review helpfulness
from the perspective of review quality. In the future, we may rank the helpfulness of




Prediction of Ads Click Through Rate
3.1 Introduction
Real-time bidding (RTB) is a relatively new paradigm of digital advertising that
appeared around 2005, which features per-impression-level real-time ad auctions. In
the past few years, we have witnessed a burgeoning growth of RTB. It is forecasted
that the global RTB market size will further grow from USD 6.6 billion in 2019 to
USD 27.2 billion by 2024, at a compound annual growth rate of 32.9% during 2019
– 2024 [63]. In RTB, performance-based advertising and brand-based advertising are
the most common forms. Performance-based ads require to track and measure the
performance of an ad campaign in terms of tangible user responses (e.g., clicks or
conversions) while brand-based ads aim to simply promote awareness of large brands
without the need of monitoring user responses. In this paper, we are concerned
with performance-based advertising in the Samsung demand-side platform (DSP) to
promote apps for app developers.
In performance-based advertising, an advertiser makes payment only when a mea-
surable “action” (e.g., click, install, first open) happens due to an ad. To make such
advertising effective, a critical task is to precisely predict users’ responses to each ad
impression because accurate predictions could significantly improve the subsequent
decision-making process such as bid optimization and eventually benefit different
stakeholders in the RTB ecosystem, including advertisers, DSPs, ad networks, and
supply-side platforms (SSPs). The most fundamental prediction task is, given a po-
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tential ad impression, to predict the probability of a specific user clicking a specific ad
in a specific context. This task is referred to as click-through rate (CTR) prediction.
Since CTR prediction is a long-standing and fundamental research problem in
the digital advertising domain, it has been actively researched in different settings.
Most of the recent research progress [64, 65, 33, 32] made in digital advertising fo-
cuses on sponsored advertising. In a typical sponsored advertising setting, there is
much richer user information, a relatively stable user population, and fixed invento-
ries. Take Alibaba Taobao, one of the largest online shopping websites in China, as
an example. Taobao owns enormous information to model users’ preferences (e.g.,
user demographics, items viewed, added and/or purchased by users, search queries,
reviews, and ratings); the viewers of ad impressions are mainly restricted to Taobao
users; the ad slots are pre-determined in the Taobao e-commerce platform.
Unfortunately, the RTB setting is substantially different from the sponsored ad-
vertising setting for two major reasons. First, the underlying data in RTB is highly
dynamic. Due to the nature of the RTB ecosystem, users and inventories change
quickly on a daily basis. Even worse, the set of users and the set of inventories a DSP
may encounter in a day is unknown in advance. In addition, the ad campaigns run
by a DSP may vary day by day. It follows that the data distribution during online
serving is different from that of the training data. This is known as the covariate shift
problem [66], which normally leads to deteriorated prediction performance. Second,
user information available in RTB is inherently scarce. The main method to learn
users’ preferences is to passively analyze the winning ad impressions1 and users’ feed-
back on them. According to our live production data, users have only 22 impressions
on average within a 14-day period. Users’ explicit feedback (e.g., click, install) is
even sparser. The actual CTR in RTB is normally around the order of 10−3, and
the actual conversion rate (e.g., install, first open, in-app purchase) is several orders
1A DSP in RTB is only allowed to make use of the ad impressions it won.
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of magnitude smaller. Therefore, given such rare events from users, it is difficult to
capture a user’s preference.
The above unique challenges have not been satisfactorily addressed by the state-of-
the-art CTR prediction solutions proposed for RTB [67, 68], as we shall demonstrate
in our experimental evaluation. First, these methods do not explicitly model the
evolution processes of users and ads, which are critical to address the dynamics in
RTB for CTR prediction. In the context of sponsored advertising, Zhou et al. [32]
have proposed to consider users’ interest evolution by modeling their past behavior.
However, they ignore the dynamics of ads. In this work, to fully capture the dynamics
of both users and ads, we propose a novel method to represent their temporal sta-
tuses based on their previous evolution processes. Through the method we propose,
some useful long-term patterns can also be captured from users’ and ads’ evolution
processes.
Second, most of the existing studies [69, 70, 71, 72] only utilize users’ direct
and explicit responses to impressions (e.g., historical click actions) to model users’
preferences. As mentioned before, such data is inherently scarce in RTB. To this end,
besides explicit responses to ad impressions, we propose to enrich users’ preferences
by leveraging their implicit behavior related to CTR as an auxiliary model. We first
design an auxiliary model to learn users’ preferences for ads from a correlated data
source, and further put forward a novel interaction layer to fuse users’ preferences
revealed from different types of behavior. In particular, in the Samsung DSP we
consider users’ app install/uninstall information as the auxiliary data source because
it naturally reveals users’ recent preferences for apps.
Based on these observations, we propose a novel framework called Dynamic Neural
Network, which effectively addresses the two aforementioned challenges in RTB. We
summarize the key contributions as follows.
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• We propose a novel approach to model the dynamic evolutions of both users
and ads, which not only addresses the dynamic nature of RTB, but also effec-
tively learns beneficial long-term patterns to improve the performance of CTR
prediction.
• We propose a novel neural network model for CTR prediction, which effectively
leverages implicit auxiliary data to overcome the data scarcity problem in RTB.
In our application, we consider a unique implicit data source (i.e., users’ app in-
stall/uninstall information) and integrate it into our Dynamic Neural Network
as an LSTM model, which helps better model users’ preferences. We design
an interaction layer to fuse two sequence models, which further boosts model
performance. We would like to point out that while app install/uninstall in-
formation is used in this paper, our solution is generic enough to handle other
types of data sources, for example, app usage information.
• We conduct an extensive offline evaluation of our proposed model in the Sam-
sung DSP using hundreds of millions of records. The experimental results show
that our model outperforms the most recent CTR prediction techniques.
3.2 Related Work
There have been a plethora of studies on CTR prediction in relevant fields. Since
our goal is on production deployment, we mainly focus on the recent CTR prediction
models that have demonstrated the evidence for real-world production-level deploy-
ment and largely omit other academic endeavors (e.g., [73, 74, 75, 76]).
The two most fundamental CTR prediction models from the industry are the Deep
Crossing model and the Wide & Deep learning model. Shan et al. [64] presented the
Deep Crossing model that automatically discovers important crossing features from
a set of individual features via a deep neural network, consisting of an embedding
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and stacking layer and a cascade of Residual Units. The experiments on impression
and click logs of a major search engine demonstrate the desirable performance of
Deep Crossing. To achieve both memorization and generalization, Cheng et al. [77]
proposed a Wide & Deep learning model that includes a linear model (the wide
component) and a neural network component (the deep component). They have
implemented and evaluated this Wide & Deep model for predicting user acquisition
of mobile apps on Google Play. The evaluation results demonstrate that the Wide &
Deep model can outperform the wide-only model and the deep-only model.
To further improve the Wide & Deep model, Guo et al. [78] replaced the wide
component with a factorization machine (FM) [79] and developed the DeepFM model.
Theoretically, as an FM further captures the pairwise (order-2) feature interactions,
the DeepFM model could outperform the Wide & Deep model. Experimentally,
DeepFM has been tested for predicting the CTR of mobile games. The evaluation
results show that DeepFM leads to better performance. Unlike DeepFM, He et al.
and Xiao et al. have proposed to further improve the deep component of the Wide &
Deep model and developed the neural factorization machine (NFM) model [80] and
the attentional factorization machine (AFM) model [81], respectively. Experimental
results have demonstrated that both NFM and AFM can perform better than the
Wide & Deep model on several tasks.
To capture a user’s local interest in ads, Zhou et al. [65] proposed a deep interest
network (DIN) model for CTR prediction of sponsored ads. The main idea of DIN
is to add an attention mechanism to model a user’s local interest in different ads.
In DIN, users’ and ads’ features are fed into a customized attention layer prior to
the multilayer perceptrons (MLP). They have implemented and evaluated the DIN
model in the display ads system of Alibaba, and shown the CTR improvement against
the basic MLP-based model. To capture the evolution of a user’s interest in ads,
Zhou et al. [32] developed a deep interest evolution network (DIEN) model based
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on the DIN model. In the DIEN model, an interest extractor layer is designed to
capture a user’s temporal interest and an interest evolving layer to model a user’s
interest evolving process. They have also tested DIEN in the display ads system of
Alibaba and demonstrated the CTR improvement by comparing with several baseline
methods including the DIN model. Feng et al. [33] proposed the deep session interest
network (DSIN) that divides a user’s behavior sequence into sessions and uses a self-
attention mechanism with bias encoding to extract users’ interests in each session.
Bi-LSTM is used to model how users’ interests evolve and interact among sessions.
The local activation unit is leveraged to adaptively learn the influences of various
session interests on the target item. Experimental results show that it achieves further
performance improvement.
In the context of RTB, Zhang et al. [67] also emphasized the importance of cross-
ing features and proposed two novel models using deep neural networks (DNNs) to
automatically learn effective patterns from categorical feature interactions. They
also proposed to leverage three feature transformation methods, i.e., FMs, restricted
Boltzmann machines (RBMs) and denoising auto-encoders (DAEs) to make the DNNs
more effective. Later, Qu et al. [68] identified an insensitive gradient issue in the
method proposed by Zhang et al. [67]. They subsequently refined feature interactions
as field-aware feature interactions and generalized the kernel product to a net-in-net
architecture. The method has been tested on four datasets and exhibited promising
performance.
The above summarized methods provide a good representation of the most recent
industrial efforts for ad CTR prediction. None of them is able to address the two
challenges faced in RTB. It is worth noting that the choice of a production model
relies on not only its performance in terms of accuracy but also many other produc-
tion constraints (e.g., the underlying serving infrastructure, the latency requirement,
the training time, etc.). This is why some simpler techniques such as logistic regres-
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sion [82, 83] and shallow neural network are still widely adopted in the advertising
industry. Similarly, some previous research studies developed in relevant domains
with the goal of addressing evolving data [84] or mitigating data sparsity [85] cannot
be used for RTB. In our experimental section, we compare our solution with several
representative methods to demonstrate its superiority.
3.3 Background and Problem Setting
Demand-side platforms (DSPs) are a key component of the RTB ecosystem. A DSP
serves as a surrogate of advertisers to manage their ad campaigns and respond to
real-time bid requests in a programmatic manner. A DSP is normally equipped with
multiple machine learning models to help advertisers spend their advertising budgets
more effectively. A DSP is supported by a Data Management Platform (DMP) from
which it gets historical data for better modeling. In the case of the Samsung DSP,
a proprietary DMP is in place to meet its data needs. This DMP contains some
unique data sources, including app install information collected with users’ consents.
The CTR prediction model is the most fundamental machine learning model in the
Samsung DSP.
In RTB, a bid request is initiated when a user visits a page with an ad slot. While
the page loads, the request is passed to an ad exchange via a supply-side platform
(SSP) or an ad network. After receiving a bid request from an ad exchange, the
Samsung DSP calculates predicted CTR values for all active ad campaigns, computes
bid prices using a bidding strategy which takes the predicted CTR values as input,
selects the best ad via an internal auction, and submits it to the ad exchange. A final
winner is selected from multiple DSPs’ bid responses at the ad exchange. Finally, the
winner’s ad is displayed in the ad slot. This entire process is accomplished in less than
100ms. It is worth noting that, unlike some scenarios in the sponsored advertising






































Figure 3.1: The architecture of the BaseModel.
values are indispensable in RTB because they directly affect the resultant bid prices
and in turn a campaign’s performance. For this reason, in practice an extra calibration
process is needed to adjust predicted CTR values in order to prevent overprediction
and bid price inflation [83]. We refer the interested readers to the reference [86] for a
detailed description of how RTB works.
For now, the Samsung DSP is mainly concerned with performance-based advertis-
ing to promote apps for app developers, where CTR prediction is of vital importance.
In this paper, the CTR prediction problem is: given a real-time bid request, predict
the probability of a specific user clicking a specific app ad displayed in a specific ad
slot in a specific context. To solve this problem, we consider and model a variety of
data, including ad information, user profiles, winning bid requests along with the as-
sociated context information (e.g., request time), feedback on impressions (e.g., click
or no-click), and installed apps on a daily basis.
3.4 Proposed Model
In this section, we introduce the design details of our Dynamic Neural Network
model. We first present a baseline deep neural model called BaseModel, which is a
variant of two state-of-the-art methods [33, 32] tailored to our production data, and
then elaborate the technical details of Dynamic Neural Network that can capture
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the evolution process of dynamic features and model users’ preferences from both
explicit and implicit behavior.
3.4.1 BaseModel
The BaseModel aims at modeling a user’s preference from his/her historical explicit
responses to ads to predict his/her future click on a specific ad. We build the Base-
Model based on two state-of-the-art methods [33, 32]. The basic idea is that a user’s
preference for a specific ad can be learned from his/her historical actions with respect
to a set of ads. In the context of RTB, the underlying intuition of the BaseModel is:
if a user has seen the same ad for several times but never clicked it, he/she is less
likely to click it in the future; if a user has clicked ads of a certain category showing
his/her interest, he/she is more likely to click ads in the same category in the future.
The architecture of the BaseModel is shown in Figure 3.1. As can be seen, the
BaseModel models data from four different perspectives: users’ historical behavior,
current ad, user profile, and context information. A user’s historical behavior mainly
contains a series of the user’s past actions on ad impressions, which reflects the user’s
preference for previously displayed ads. The current ad contains the information of
a candidate ad to serve, such as the corresponding app’s title, rating, and category.
The user profile includes a user’s information such as the device model, language,
carrier, and connection type. Context information mainly comes from the real-time
bid request. It contains, for example, the request time, the inventory app (i.e., in
which app the ad slot resides), and the specifications of the ad slot. In the following,
we introduce how to handle each of these four perspectives.
Representation of users’ historical behavior. We try to utilize two pieces of
information to represent a user’s historical behavior: the information of displayed
ads and the user’s responses to them. Generally, a user’s action on an ad reflects
his/her preference for the ad. At time t, the historical behavior can be represented
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as a sequence of at most m ad-action pairs ordered by time, where m is a tunable
parameter: {(adt−m, rt−m), · · · , (adt−2, rt−2), (adt−1, rt−1)}. It represents the user’s
last m interactions with ads. Each element (adk, rk) of the sequence is an ad-response
pair, where adk represents the features of the kth ad, and rk represents the user’s
response on the kth ad. An ad is represented as a one-dimensional vector which
consists of its temporal and historical aggregated information. We will discuss how
to represent an ad later. Here we consider two types of user actions: no-click and
click. rk = 0 represents no-click, i.e., the user did not click an ad impression; rk = 1
represents a click on an ad impression, showing the user’s interest on the ad.
The user’s historical behavior consists of a series of user activities with a temporal
dependency, and the user’s behavior at each timestamp consists of two components:
the ad’s information and the user’s corresponding action. Inspired by Li et al. [71], we
adopt contextual LSTM (CLSTM) [87] to learn a user’s preference through historical
behavior. CLSTM is a variant of the classical LSTM model, which combines the
power of contextual information. Each cell of CLSTM is aligned with an ad impression
event and has three input components: ad features adk, the user’s response rk and
the hidden state of the last cell zk−1.
After the initialization, at the kth step, the hidden state zk is updated by the
previous hidden state zk−1, the current ad features adk and the user’s current action
rk as follows:
ik = σ(Wxiadk +Wrirk + Uizk−1 +Wcick−1 + bi)
fk = σ(Wxfadk +Wrfrk + Ufzk−1 +Wcfck−1 + bf )
ck = ik  tanh(Wxcadk +Wrcrk + Uczk−1 + bc) + fk  ck−1
ok = σ(Wxoadk +Wrork + Uozk−1 +Wcock + bo)
zk = ok  tanh(ck),
(3.1)
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where ik, fk and ok are the input gate, the forget gate and the output gate, respec-
tively. They share the same equation, but have different weight matrices. ck is the
internal memory of each cell.  denotes the Hadamard product. σ is the sigmoid
function. Wxi, Wri, Wci, Wxf , Wrf , Wcf , Wxc, Wrc, Wxo, Wro, Wco, Ui, Uf , Uc, Uo are
weight matrices, and bi, bf , bc, bo are bias vectors.
The final output of this CLSTM model is the hidden state of the last cell, which
can be represented as O = zt−1. This output can be considered as an aggregation of
all historical information.
Representation of ad. As shown in Figure 3.1, adk represents the kth ad displayed
to a user. The ad features can be categorized into two groups: static feature set
F (ad)s and dynamic feature set F
(ad)
d . F (ad)s generally remains stable and would not
change frequently over time. It represents an ad’s basic information, such as ad title,
category, rating, and developer. In contrast, F (ad)d changes frequently over time and
represents the popularity of an ad. The dynamic feature set can be represented as
F
(ad)
d = [d1, d2, · · · , dn], where di denotes the ith dynamic feature. Most dynamic
features are calculated based on the historical click information within a fixed time
period. A concrete example of dynamic features is the average click-through rate of
an ad in the last two weeks. Its value varies every day because of the change of the
underlying user groups and/or users’ actions.
Representation of user profile. Similar to an ad, the feature representation of
a user can also be categorized into two types: static feature set F (up)s and dynamic
feature set F (up)d . F (up)s contains a user’s basic profile information, such as cellphone
model, carrier, language, region, etc. F (up)d represents a user’s recent activeness, such
as the timestamp of the last click event and the average click-through rate in the past
two weeks.
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Considering the complexity of real-world deployment, we do not monitor the evo-
lution of dynamic features in real time. Instead, we process them only on a daily
basis, which means that the dynamic features change on a daily basis.
Representation of context information. Besides the information from the per-
spectives of users and ads, it is also important to consider the context of a bid request.
Such context information reveals when and how an event happens. The context in-
formation normally includes event time, ad slot position, and the information of the
inventory. Most of the features are encoded as one-hot vectors. We apply an engi-
neering trick to encode cyclic continuous features (e.g., hour of a day and day of a
week) into two new features via sine and cosine transformations.
After obtaining the four types of representations, we combine them into a dense
vector representation and feed it into fully connected layers to predict the final proba-
bility of a click. We employ the binary cross-entropy loss as the loss function for CTR
prediction, which is a binary classification problem. Specifically, the cost function is
defined as follows:




(yi log p(yi) + (1− yi) log(1− p(yi))) , (3.2)
where yi is the label, p(yi) is the predicted probability for yi, and N represents the
number of training samples.
3.4.2 Our Model: Dynamic Neural Network
The BaseModel is a variant of the two state-of-the-art methods [33, 32] that pro-
vides a good baseline on our production data. Now we are ready to introduce our
Dynamic Neural Network model that effectively addresses the two major challenges
we observed in the Samsung DSP: the inherent dynamic nature of RTB and user
































































Figure 3.2: The architecture of Dynamic Neural Network.
Capturing the Dynamic Process
The impact of the dynamic nature of advertising systems on model performance
has been previously reported in a different setting [83]. It shows that training data
freshness is directly correlated to model performance, and suggests to use only the
latest production data (e.g., yesterday’s data) to train the production model. We
argue that this is a sub-optimal solution for two reasons. First, using a single day’s
data essentially ignores daily and weekly patterns, which are vital for predicting CTR.
Second, for a complex model, a single day’s data might not be sufficient to obtain a
reliable model. It is still important to model the long-term dynamic process of users
and ads. However, special attention needs to be paid on how to model the evolution of
such long-term information. To this end, we propose a way to capture the dynamics
of user and ad information.
The intuition of our method is that there exists some subtle dependency between
the features of users and ads at different timestamps. In addition, the evolution pro-
cess varies for different types of features. Therefore, we aim to explicitly model such
dependency as an evolution process over time for each dynamic feature. Specifically,
we utilize a neural network to model the evolution process of each dynamic feature.
We represent the set of dynamic features as F̂ (·)d = [d̂1, d̂2, · · · , d̂n], where d̂i denotes
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the ith dynamic feature. Different from the ith dynamic feature di in the BaseModel,
which only considers the value from the impression day, d̂i is a concatenated vector
consisting of values from k previous days (including the impression day). A non-linear
function is used to model the relationships of the features among different days. The
output Odi is computed as:
Odi = f(Wdd̂i + bd), (3.3)
where Wd represents the weight matrix, and bd is the bias. The non-linear sigmoid
activation function f(·) is applied. The output Odi can be considered as a new repre-
sentation of the ith dynamic feature, and Odi is computed based on the observations
from the k previous days. The matrix Wd will be updated with respect to our fi-
nal prediction of CTR. The output for all the dynamic features is formulated as
O
(·)
d = [Od1 , Od2 , · · · , Odn ]. This explains the two non-linear functions added to the
ad component and the user profile component (the two dashed rectangle areas) in
Figure 3.2.
Modeling Users’ Preferences
As previously explained, we consider two types of user actions: click and no-click. A
user’s past clicks, in contrast to no-clicks, are more direct observations of his/her real
interest and have a more direct impact on predicting his/her future click intention
on an ad. However, in the context of RTB, click events are very sparse compared to
impression events without click. Using only the sparse click events can hardly model
users’ preferences well. Our insight is that leveraging auxiliary information to infer
users’ interests can be beneficial. To this end, we propose a novel approach to fuse
implicit auxiliary information with users’ explicit responses for better predictions. In
the Samsung DSP, we consider a unique data source, app install/uninstall informa-
tion, as the auxiliary data source. Next, we introduce the details of our method.
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Auxiliary data modeling. For mobile users, it is natural to observe that the apps
installed on their smartphones may reveal their interests in ads. For example, the
categories of a user’s installed apps can well represent his/her preference and interest;
a recently installed app is likely to reflect the user’s current interest. Similarly, we
want to model the evolution of apps installed by a user. Instead of simply modeling
users’ app install information as additional features in the BaseModel, we propose an
auxiliary model to make use of the evolution of a user’s app install information that
is aligned with his/her responses to ads, which, as we shall show in the experiments,
achieves better performance. Our observation is that a user’s preference for ads can be
exposed by both explicit and implicit behavior. Therefore, learning the interactions
between different data sources can improve the accuracy of CTR prediction.
Concretely, we make use of a time sequence to represent a user’s installed apps
at different timestamps, where the timestamps are aligned with the timestamps of
his/her previous ad impressions. As shown in Figure 3.2, uk represents the user’s
app information at time k. It mainly consists of three parts: the selected apps’
distribution, the apps’ category distribution, and some aggregated information of the
apps. We use multi-hot vectors to represent the apps’ distribution and apps’ category
distribution. Some aggregated information is also used, like the total number of
installed games and installed apps. To model a user’s preference through the change
of apps, we utilize an LSTM model, which is good at capturing the connection among
events at different timestamps. The input to each cell of the LSTM model is a
representation of the user’s installed apps, which is an encoded vector. Inside each
cell of the LSTM model, a hidden state is extracted from the input, which represents
the temporal interest of the user, and this hidden state is passed into the following
cells, finally generating an aggregated result.
Interaction layer. As described above, we have two models for modeling a user’s
two types of behavior: clicks of ads and installs/uninstalls of apps, both of which
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reflect the user’s interest in displayed ads. These two models can be considered
as two evolution processes. We align these two processes by the timestamps of ad
impressions. As a user’s interest may be transferred through both evolution processes,
there should be some interactions among them. Thus we devise an interaction layer
to learn the correlations between the two sequence models. As the hidden state of
each cell in a sequence model (LSTM and CLSTM) can be considered as a user’s
temporal aggregated preference, we propose to combine the hidden states of the two
sequence models (LSTM and CLSTM) at each timestamp, and pass the combined
result to the next cell of each model.
We choose to use a weighted linear combination of two hidden states. More specifi-
cally, let hk and zk be the hidden states from the LSTM model and the CLSTM model
at time k, respectively. The new hidden states for the two models are formulated as
follows:
hzk = whhk + wzzk, (3.4)
hz′k = w′hhk + w′zzk, (3.5)
where wh and wz are shared by all cells of the CLSTM model, w′h and w′z are shared
by all cells of the LSTM model. hzk and hz′k are the new combined hidden states
for the LSTM model and CLSTM model, respectively. They can be considered as
consolidated interest representations before the next timestamp.
3.5 Experiments
In this section, we present the offline evaluation results of Dynamic Neural Network.
We show that our model substantially outperforms a few state-of-the-art competing
methods proposed for RTB or sponsored advertising on our production data. The
offline performance improvement well justifies the engineering resources needed for
deployment.
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Table 3.1: Dataset statistics
# of records # of requests # of bids # of users # of ads
104,662,813 51,726,567 94,781,368 2,867,187 86
3.5.1 Data Description
All models are evaluated on our production data collected from the Samsung ad-
vertising system during the time period from 09/01/2018 to 09/30/2018. The data
contains bid requests, user feedback, users’ installed apps, and app metadata (e.g., ti-
tle, category, developer and rating). The key statistics of the dataset are summarized
in Table 3.1. It is worth noting that some bid requests are for a bundle of multiple
ad slots, and therefore we have more bids than the number of bid requests. The data
on 09/30/2018 is used as the test data, and all the other data is used as the training
data. For the training data, we consider the users that have at least 6 historical
events (either impression or click). Here the number of historical events is a tunable
parameter. We also tested other possible values and observed that increasing the
number of historical events beyond 6 cannot significantly improve the performance.
3.5.2 Competing Methods
We compare our Dynamic Neural Network model with the following methods.
• Logistic Regression [82]. Logistic regression is a generalized linear model
which is still widely used in industry due to its simplicity and comparable
performance.
• Feedforward Neural Network. Different from logistic regression, a feed-
forward neural network can model more complex and nonlinear relationships
between features, and it is also relatively easy to deploy in the production en-
vironment. Thus we include a feedforward neural network as a baseline model
to see how it performs against our method.
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• Wide & Deep [77]. This model was originally proposed by Google for app
recommendation. It has been widely adopted in many relevant tasks, including
CTR prediction, and has been considered as the state-of-the-art for industrial
deployment.
• PNN [68]. As discussed in Section 4.2, this model represents the latest progress
of CTR prediction in RTB. It features more complicated feature interactions
and has shown better performance than FNN [67].
• BaseModel. The BaseModel is a variant of two state-of-the-art models in CTR
prediction, DSIN [33] and DIEN [32], and is discussed in detail in Section 3.4.1.
It outperforms both DSIN and DIEN on our production data. Therefore, we
do not report the performance of DSIN and DIEN.
3.5.3 Experimental Setting
Data Preparation
We preprocess the raw data to generate training examples for each model and use the
same dataset to evaluate all the models. For the first four competing models, each
training example consists of three components: users’ features, ads’ features, and
context features. For the BaseModel and Dynamic Neural Network, each training
example also contains a user’s historical behavior, which is represented by a sequence
of the user’s features of the last 6 events.
System Configuration
To conduct the experiments, we use an AWS EC2 r4.16xlarge instance [88], which
has a 64-core 2.3 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2686 v4 processor and 488 GB memory. The









To evaluate the performance of all methods, we use the following three metrics, which
are widely used in both academia and industry.
• AUC. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve is a widely used
metric for CTR prediction. Since this metric is insensitive to the class distri-
bution, it is particularly appropriate for a highly imbalanced dataset.
• MSE. This metric measures the average of squared errors. It estimates the





(yi − ŷi)2, (3.6)
where yi is the actual response of a user to an ad, ŷi is the predicted probability
of a user clicking the ad, and n is the number of test examples.
• Log Loss. It measures the performance of a model by penalizing false predic-
tions. A lower log-loss value means a better accuracy. Formally, the log loss
between two vectors is defined as:




yi log ŷi + (1− yi) log(1− ŷi). (3.7)
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Table 3.2: Comparison with competing models.
Model AUC MSE Log Loss
Logistic Regression 70.69% 2.566e-3 1.712e-2
Feedforward Neural Network 70.78% 2.572e-3 1.733e-2
Wide & Deep [77] 71.01% 2.561e-3 1.723e-2
PNN [68] 71.99% 2.559e-3 1.700e-2
BaseModel 75.08% 2.549e-3 1.694e-2
Dynamic Neural Network 78.16% 2.512e-3 1.647e-2
Hyperparameter Settings
To make a fair comparison, we tune the hyperparameters of different methods to make
sure that each model achieves the best performance on our dataset. In particular, for
the Wide & Deep model, we tried different ways to separate features into the wide
and deep components in order to obtain the best result. For the deep component,
we use a feedforward neural network that consists of two hidden layers with 32 nodes
each. For the PNN model, we tried different embedding sizes and set the embedding
size to 20.
For our Dynamic Neural Network model, we use the grid search approach to
identify the best hyperparameters. We set the learning rate to 0.001 and the batch
size to 256. In addition, we use the smallest possible number of hidden states for
sequence models to avoid overfitting. The number of hidden states of CLSTM and
LSTM models are both set to 32. Xavier Initialization [89] is used to initialize the
weights of the two models. The Adam optimization algorithm [90] is used to minimize
the loss function and find the optimum values for parameters.
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3.6 Results and Analysis
3.6.1 Results
Performance Comparison
We present the major offline evaluation results in Table 3.2. Logistic Regression and
Feedforward Neural Network achieve similar performance. Wide & Deep achieves
slight performance improvement over Logistic Regression and Feedforward Neural
Network. The PNN model further outperforms the Wide & Deep model by a small
margin. This is probably due to the better use of crossing features. Their relatively
low AUC scores suggest that predicting CTR in RTB is indeed a challenging task.
The BaseModel leads to more than 4% improvement of AUC over Logistic Regres-
sion, Feedforward Neural Network and Wide& Deep, and 3% improvement of AUC
over the PNN model. This partially proves the benefit of explicitly modeling users’
past behavior. By using CLSTM, it can effectively learn from users’ past behavior to
predict their future ad clicks.
Our Dynamic Neural Network model achieves 3.1% further improvement of AUC
compared with the BaseModel, which indicates that it can better address the two
challenges of CTR prediction in RTB. On one hand, by modeling the evolution of
the dynamic features, we can effectively leverage the long-term patterns within the
evolution to mitigate the covariate shift problem. On the other hand, by proposing
an auxiliary model and introducing the interaction layer to fuse the two models, we
can better profile a user’s preference. In Section 3.6.2, we analyze the contributions
of different components in Dynamic Neural Network.
Model Size
For the reason of future productization, it is worth studying the model size, i.e., the
number of trainable parameters. The sizes of different models are shown in Table
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Table 3.3: The sizes of different models.
Model Model Size(# of parameters)
Logistic Regression 309
Feedforward Neural Network 24,001
Wide & Deep [77] 24,208
PNN [68] 59,714
BaseModel 79,297
Dynamic Neural Network 145,406
3.3. While our model has the largest model size, it is still suitable for deployment in
our production environment because we can easily derive a simple feedforward neural
network for online serving.
Training Time
Training time is another factor to consider when deploying a model in production.
The training time of different models is presented in Figure 3.3. It is expected that
Logistic Regression is the fastest one to train. It is interesting to observe that Dynamic
Neural Network is only slightly slower than the BaseModel. This is because the two
LSTM-based components are paralleled and can be trained together. The introduc-
tion of the interaction layer does not require many additional parameters to train.
Therefore, the training time of Dynamic Neural Network does not significantly in-
crease.
3.6.2 Further Analysis
In this section, we further analyze the contributions of the three components proposed
in our framework. Component 1 corresponds to the non-linear function used to
capture the evolution of dynamic features. Component 2 corresponds to the auxiliary
model used to learn the evolution of users’ installed apps. Component 3 refers to the



























Figure 3.3: Training time of different models.
Table 3.4: Effects of different components of the proposed model.
Model AUC MSE Log Loss
BaseModel 75.08% 2.549e-3 1.694e-2
BaseModel Plus 76.10% 2.547e-3 1.680e-2
BaseModel + Component 1 77.21% 2.540e-3 1.649e-2
BaseModel + Component 2 76.59% 2.543e-3 1.664e-2
BaseModel + Component 2, 3 76.93% 2.539e-3 1.660e-2
BaseModel + Component 1, 2, 3 78.16% 2.512e-3 1.647e-2
we demonstrate that simply integrating app install/uninstall information into the
BaseModel (referred to as BaseModel Plus) is not as effective as our proposal.
Effect of Component 1: In our model, we make use of a sequence of dynamic
features instead of a single one. This can greatly improve AUC by 2.13%, and can
also reduce the MSE and the Log Loss as shown in Table 3.4. The improvement
mainly comes from two reasons. First, as we stated before, using a sequence of
historical observations can better represent the temporal state. In contrast, using a
single observation at a single timestamp may inadvertently introduce noise. Second,
modeling a sequence of historical observations together using the proposed non-linear
function captures the evolution patterns of the feature values.
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Effect of Component 2: By making use of a user’s installed apps to build the
auxiliary preference model, we can improve the AUC of the BaseModel by 1.51%.
Intuitively, a most recently installed app well represents the user’s current preference.
Since our LSTM model can capture the change of a user’s app list, it can make better
predictions. This improvement is not as high as that of the first component. The
reason is that some users’ app list does not change much over time, and therefore the
LSTM model cannot effectively learn this type of users’ preference evolution.
Effect of Component 3: As Component 3 is designed based on Component 2, we
analyze its improvement over the BaseModel by combining Component 2. It can
be seen that combining the hidden states of the two sequence models can lead to
a further improvement of 0.34% of AUC. It suggests that there is indeed hidden
correlation between the two types of user behavior, which positively contributes to
CTR prediction.
Performance of BaseModel Plus: We compare Dynamic Neural Network with
BaseModel Plus to validate our design choice that modeling a user’s app install in-
formation by using an auxiliary model can better represent a user’s preference. Base-
Model Plus has the same architecture as that of the BaseModel. In BaseModel Plus,
we aggregate a user’s all behavior information (both ad clicks and app install infor-
mation) and feed them into the CLSTM model. From Table 3.4, we can observe
that, by including the app install information, the performance of BaseModel Plus
indeed outperforms the BaseModel in terms of AUC, MSE and Log Loss. It con-
firms that employing auxiliary information is indeed an effective means to alleviate
the data scarcity problem. However, the improvement is not as promising as that
of BaseModel + Component 2, which indicates the necessity of using two separate
sequence models. Moreover, by implementing the Component 3, the performance can
be further improved. Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed auxiliary model
and interaction layer make good use of the app install information.
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From the above analysis, we can learn that each component we propose in Dynamic
Neural Network is essential for its performance improvement.
3.7 Conclusion
Real-time bidding (RTB) is one of the fastest growing sectors in the digital advertis-
ing marketplace. Real-time CTR prediction is one of the most fundamental machine
learning problems in RTB. In this paper, we analyzed the limitations of state-of-the-
art CTR prediction methods we faced in the Samsung DSP. We pointed out that
the inherent dynamic nature of RTB and user information scarcity are the major
challenges that have not been satisfactorily addressed. To handle both challenges, we
proposed a Dynamic Neural Network which is able to capture the evolutions of both
ads and users and leverage app install/uninstall information as an auxiliary source
to better model users’ preferences. We designed an interactive layer to effectively
fuse users’ preferences inferred from different types of behavior. In the offline evalu-
ation, we demonstrated that Dynamic Neural Network outperforms all competitors
in terms of multiple evaluation metrics. We expect our model to be fully deployed in
the Samsung DSP soon and effectively improve our ads revenue.
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Chapter 4
Nighttime Vehicle Classification based on
Thermal Images
4.1 Introduction
Detecting and recognizing moving vehicles automatically plays an important role
in efficient traffic surveillance and safety control. The South Carolina Department
of Transportation (SCDOT) must provide to the Federal Highway Administration
(FHA) a classification of vehicles, including the count of each class of vehicle. In
previous work, various methods have been used for classifying vehicles and can be
categorized into four classes. First, radio frequency sensing technologies such as
Radio-Frequency Identification and Global Positioning System are used for classifying
registered vehicles and they have been shown to provide good performance. However,
without installation of the above mentioned devices, it is impossible to identify the
type of a vehicle. Second, inductive loop detectors have been used for detecting and
counting vehicles. These detectors are placed on the roadbed and can detect a vehicle
when it passes by. The inductive loop can measure the change of magnetic field when
an object passes by, but it may not be able to tell if the passing object is a vehicle
or not, and the type the vehicle it is. Vehicular audio has also been used for the
purpose of detecting and classifying vehicles. The sound of vehicles are recorded
when they pass by a measurement point, and be used for categorization of vehicles.
An obvious disadvantage of this technique is that there could be other audio sources
that would disturb the analysis. The last method is based on video, which is growing
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in its use for vehicle detection and classification. There are two advantages for using
video-based systems. First, there are no intrusive installations and the data can be
collected and viewed more easily. Second, machine learning algorithms and computer
vision techniques can be implemented for different purposes at different stages of data
acquisition, and provide more traffic analysis such as traffic density, vehicle speed,
vehicle categorization.
One consideration is that video based vehicle classification does not perform well
at night due to limited lighting conditions. Some studies [91] have made use of
Charge-Coupled Device and night vision systems to classify pedestrian and vehicles.
Although the classification performance is excellent, it relies on the technique of face
recognition, which is not robust under poor lighting condition and bright light due
to reflection. Some researchers [92] take advantage of the headlights of the vehicles
at night and detect the differences of headlights for different vehicle types. But the
experiments were conducted on small data sets, and the results were not consistently
good under different situations. In this work, we study nighttime vehicle classification
using thermal image videos. We investigate if and how deep learning models can be
applied to thermal images to automatically classify vehicles at nighttime. Thermal
cameras are able to image vehicles independently of ambient lighting conditions. We
expect distinct heat signatures for different vehicle types.
4.2 Related Work
Related work can be classified into two broad categories. In first category, we intro-
duce deep learning methods based on thermal images to solve problems in other areas.
In second category, we introduce previous research that utilize traditional methods
and deep learning models for thermal image based vehicle classification purposes.
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4.2.1 Deep learning methods based on thermal images for other research
problems
To mitigate the shortcomings of feature engineering, Janssens et al. [93] investigated
if and how deep learning method can be applied to infrared thermal video to monitor
machine health. They studied two use cases: machine fault detection and oil level
prediction. The results show that a convolutional neural network which is pre-trained
on natural images that have a rich local covariance structure outperforms classical
feature engineering in both use cases. Keerthi et al. [94] also explored how the convo-
lution neural network can be applied to infrared thermal video or images to detect the
fault in the machine. Based on a trained Convolution Neural Network, important re-
gions in infrared thermal images can be specified according to specific conditions such
as different levels of bearing lubrication degradation, where friction results in higher
temperatures. Their method consists of two stages: the first stage is the screening
stage where a small number of candidates are retrieved using a novel 3D full convolu-
tion network (3D FCN) model. The second stage is the discrimination stage, in which
the candidates obtained from the screening stage are carefully distinguished with a
3D CNN discrimination model. In the second stage, 3D small blocks are cropped
centered on the screened candidate positions. The size of these blocks was carefully
validated to gain richer contextual information within larger surrounding neighbor-
hood and at the same time avoid introducing redundant contextual information, to
better distinguish cracks from their mimics. The work using deep learning method
achieved 90% accuracy in machine health monitoring based on infrared thermal im-
ages. To explore the use of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) in maritime Search And
Rescue (SAR) missions, Rodin et al. [95] used thermal images to detect and classify
objects at the sea surface based on convolutional neural networks. For breast cancer
classification based on thermal imaging, Roslidar et al. [96] discussed experiments on
four CNN models: ResNet101, DenseNet, MobileNetV2 and ShuffleNetV2. Accord-
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ing to their reported results, DenseNet201 was able to classify both static image and
dynamic images with 100% accuracy. Nevertheless, MobileNetV2 has the advantage
of having the fastest training time and the lowest training loss.
4.2.2 Nighttime vehicle classification based on thermal images
Traditional methods based on thermal images
Sangonoree et al. [97] proposed a method based on thermal-image processing and
statistical analysis for vehicle classification in nighttime traffic. To recognize the
type of a vehicle, the statistical relation between thermal features of engine heat,
windscreen and other sources of thermal radiation are used in this method. First,
appropriate threshold values are automatically determined to classify the thermal
features. The thermal image is then divided into blocks. Thermal features are then
classified by the threshold values in each block. Finally, all of the blocks in the image
are integrated for vehicle classification. The vehicles are categorized into cars, vans
and trucks, and the experiments on 2937 samples achieved an accuracy of 95.51%.
Nam et al. [98] presented a novel vehicle detection and classification algorithm based
on visible light and thermal images. They extracted the headlight and grill areas
from the images, and then captured texture characteristics from the images and used
them as features for classifying different types of vehicles. They also extracted several
features from thermal images such as contrast, homogeneity, entropy, and energy. The
vehicles were classified into six types such as SUV type, sedan type, RV type, etc.
Their method was validated experimentally and achieve the accuracy of 92.7% for
the visible image classifier and the accuracy of 65.8% for the thermal image classifier.
Deep learning methods based on thermal images
Kang et al. [99] made use of thermal infrared cameras in the field of driver assistance
systems (DAS) and evaluated their performance in nighttime vehicle recognition. In
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this work, a dataset of thermal infrared images comprising four vehicle classes was
generated: bus, truck, van, and car. They presented a convolution neural network
(CNN) called Net1 consisting of four convolution layers for classifying four vehicle
classes. To achieve compact and efficient performance, the Fire module [100] is applied
which was the core structure of SqueezeNet [100] to build nine lightweight CNNs
(Net2–Net10). SqueezeNet was proposed by researchers of UC Berkeley and Stanford
in 2016. It achieves AlexNet-level accuracy on ImageNet with 50× fewer parameters.
The key structure of SqueezeNet for parameter compression is the Fire module, and
a Fire module consists of: a squeeze convolution layer that has only 1 × 1 filters,
feeding into an layer that has a mix of 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 convolution filters. When
Using Net1 as the reference network, amongst all the networks, Net9 was proven to
be the optimal one with a 97% classification accuracy and 10.6% of the number of
parameters of Net1. The recognition time of a single image was 0.52 ms on a desktop
with a common CPU, which meets the requirements of deployment in mobile terminal
systems and embedded devices like DAS.
Most of previous research depends on extracting features from images, and setting
thresholds to define these features manually. Kang et al. [99] proposed a light-weight
CNN which achieves reasonable accuracy with fewer number of parameters. However,
none of previous work have studied how different deep learning models perform and
the corresponding advantages of each model on thermal images for nighttime vehicle
classification. In this disseration, we conduct experiments on different deep learning
models on thermal images and compared the results, which can be meaningful for
future research for this problem.
4.2.3 Thermal data sets
Kang et al. [99] used a handheld IR imager with a wavelength range of 7.5–13.5 µm
and a VIS camera to take photos at nighttime in both urban and suburban scenes.
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Figure 4.1: Data collection.
From 4108 preprocessed images, 504 buses, 376 trucks, 224 vans, 886 cars samples
were manually truncated, and adjusted to a size of 50 by 50 pixels. After five degrees
of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation, the number of samples is increased by
three times, and at the end, 1000 pictures for each type of vehicle were selected to
form a data set of four types of vehicles. Nam et al. [98] acquired a data set on a local,
two-way road, and they used 4005 thermal images as a training set and 447 thermal
vehicle images as a test set. Their collected images contain three types of vehicles
which are sedan, SUV and truck. However, Kang’s and Nam’s thermal data sets
are not publicly available. The FLIR company has released a free thermal data set.
However, the majority of the images contained in the data sets are cars (14,013), the
number of images of other vehicles are quite limited (bicycles: 1,205, other vehicle:
540). Therefore, we were forced to collect sufficient thermal images to support our
study on nighttime vehicle classification.
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4.3 Dataset
In this section, we introduce how we collect thermal images. We then describe how
we process the images before feeding them into the deep learning models. Next, we
introduce how we generate thermal data sets and report the numbers and vehicle
class composition of the data sets.
4.3.1 Data collection
We use the FLIR TrafiSense2 Dual camera attached to a trailer with a solar panel
and battery for collecting data at nighttime. (The solar panel is used to recharge
battery during the day.) We set up the trailer along the Charleston Highway in
West Columbia of South Carolina as shown in figure 4.1. The FLIR TrafiSense2
Dual combines thermal and visual imaging technology. The thermal imaging camera
has a wavelength range of 7.5–13.5 µm, and a frame rate of 30 FPS. The maximum
resolution of the thermal camera is 640 x 480. The horizontal field of view of the
camera is 45◦, while the vertical field of view is 37◦.
4.3.2 Data preprocessing
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) developed a standardized vehicle clas-
sification system in the mid-1980s. This vehicle classification system was designed to
meet the needs of many traffic data users. The different vehicle classes are shown in
figure 4.2. After discussions with SCDOT, the decision was made to combine some
vehicle classes based on their functionality. Consequently, we cluster the 13 classes
into the following 4 groups in this research:
• Class 1: Motorcycles
• Class 2-3: Passenger cars and light trucks
• Class 4-6: Medium trucks
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Figure 4.2: Vehicle Category Classification (Source: Federal Highway Administra-
tion).
• Class 7-13: Heavy trucks
After collecting the thermal videos, we use a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
to discriminate foreground objects in each frame of a video. Thereafter, bounding
boxes containing the objects are used to train the deep learning models. Based on


















































































Figure 4.3: Illustrative set of thermal images depicting the four categories: back-
ground, passenger cars, trucks and unknown.
these four categories in figure 4.3. The four categories are respectively background,
Class 2-3, Class 7-13 and the unknown type. Here background category refers to
images that contain no vehicles such as the road. The unknown category includes
images that contain multiple vehicles or partial of a vehicle. We are not able to
identify which specific vehicle type the image belongs to for unknown category. As
introduced above, Class 2-3 category contains passenger cars, pickups or vans, and
Class 7-13 category contains heavy load trucks. As we collected data along a highway
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where there are limited number of images from class 1 and class 4-6, we don’t include
these two groups into our data sets for training and test the model. Based on the
vehicle categories, we show the statistics of the collected images for each video in
table 4.1.
We first resize the detected bounding boxes to be the same standardized resolution
of 72 × 72 pixels. We then apply the image processing technique contrast limited
adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) on images with low contrast to enhance
their contrast.
Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization
The histogram equalization (HE) technique uses the intensity histogram of an image
in order to enhance the image’s contrast. It produces an output image with pixel
values evenly distributed throughout the range. As histogram equalization applies
the same transformation derived from the image histogram on all pixels, it works well
when the distribution of pixel values is similar throughout the image. But for the
images with significantly lighter or darker regions, the contrast in those regions will
not be sufficiently enhanced. Therefore, a variant of HE called Adaptive histogram
equalization (AHE) is proposed. AHE improves on this by transforming each pixel
with a transformation function derived from a neighbourhood region. But it also
has the disadvantage of overamplifying noise in relatively homogeneous regions of
an image. A variant of AHE called contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization
(CLAHE) resolves this issue by limiting the amplification. Therefore, in this study,
we apply the CLAHE technique to improve the contrast of the images.
An example of images before and after applying these image processing techniques
is shown in figure 4.4. In this figure, we show three images which from left to right
are respectively: the original image, the image after applying HE, and the image

















Figure 4.4: Image enhancement. From left to right are respectively: the original
image, the image after applying HE, and the image after applying CLAHE.
is brighter overall than the original image. However, some parts of the image are
blurred, such as the middle bottom of the truck. When we compare the image after
applying HE and the image after applying CLAHE, we see that the noise introduced
in the second image has been reduced somewhat, especially the middle bottom part
of the truck.
4.3.3 Experimental data sets
Five thermal videos were collected at different night time: the first video was collected
at 01:22 am of 12/16/2020, the remaining four videos were collected at 21:11 pm, 21:22
pm, 19:11 pm and 19:22 pm of 12/15/2020 respectively. The number of images for
each video are summarized in table 4.1. The first four videos have similar number of
images in total, while the fifth video has a relatively smaller number of images. Based
on the images from the five videos, we generate the training, validation and test data
sets using the similar concept of K-fold cross validation. Here we treat the five videos
as five partitions in a cross-validation. In each iteration of the cross-fold validation,
we use one partition as the test data set, one partition as the validation data set,
and use the remaining three partitions as the training data set. At the end of the
process, each partition has been used once as the test set and once as the validation
set. Cross-validation gives us a better estimate of the accuracy of our model and well
as the performance we should expect when presented with new thermal images. The
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Table 4.1: Statistics of collected images of each video.
Video Background Class 2-3 Class 7-13 Total
Video1 705 784 693 2182
Video2 731 683 681 2095
Video3 676 740 728 2144
Video4 748 761 925 2434
Video5 360 440 352 1152
Total 3220 3408 3379 10,007
number of images per class for training, validation and test data sets are shown in
table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Statistics of data sets.
N Training data set Validation data set Test data set
Background Class2-3 Class7-13 Background Class2-3 Class7-13 Background Class2-3 Class7-13
#1 2155 2184 2334 360 440 352 705 784 693
#2 1784 1941 2005 705 784 693 731 683 681
#3 1813 1985 1970 731 683 681 676 740 728
#4 1796 1907 1726 676 740 728 748 761 925




Convolutional neural networks have been demonstrated excellent performance for
image classification by previous studies. Therefore, we propose different CNN models
designed for our research problem. In this study, we conduct two experiments. In
the first experiment, we propose three CNN models with different architectures. We
want to investigate if model performance can be improved with different architectures
for this problem. In the second experiment, based on the model that achieves the
best performance, we want to explore if we can improve the model performance with
different training-test methods. We propose two training-test methods based on data
augmentation techniques, and explore their performance.
4.4.2 Experiment 1: CNN models with different architectures
In the first experiment, we propose three CNN models with different architectures,
which are respectively variants of the classical and modern networks. The first model
is shown in figure 4.5. It is a variant of a classical CNN that consists of convolution
layers, max pooling layers and a fully connected layer. We also propose two models
which improve the first model from two perspectives. The second model has an
architecture similar to the first model, but is deeper, having more layers. The third
model includes an inception module [101]. The inception module includes filters of
different sizes and was proposed by GoogLeNet [101]. We want to test if these models
can achieve better performance compared to the first model.
• Model 1: a classical CNN model.
• Model 2: a variant of a Model 1, by adding more layers.
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Figure 4.5: Model 1: a classical CNN model.
• Model 3: a variant of a Model 1, by introducing the inception module, which
is introduced by the modern CNN architecture GoogLeNet [101], and includes
multiple filter sizes.
4.4.3 Experiment 2: different training-test methods based on data
augmentation technique
We can expect to improve model performance by including more training data. Data
augmentation is a widely used technique to generate more training data. By making
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minor changes to our existing data such as image flips, translations or rotations, we
add new distinct images for training the neural network.
In addition to generating more images to reduce generalization error when training
neural network models, data augmentation can also be used for model testing. Our
thermal camera is positioned in a fixed position, the observed vehicles are moving
in the same direction, as shown in figure 4.3. When we generate more images based
on data augmentation for training data, the test data in our case may have different
features. For example, we can flip an image, as shown in figure 4.8. The flipped image
would have different features than the test images, as the vehicle in the flipped image
goes in different direction than the vehicles in the test data. In this case, we would
not expect to have better performance by including more training data based on data
augmentation. To resolve the above issue, and take advantage of data augmentation
technique, we propose two different training-test regimens.
The first training-test regimen is shown in figure 4.9. In this training approach, we
apply the image flip technique to get the flipped images, and use both the original and
flipped images for training the model. More importantly, when the model is evaluated
we get probabilities of each original image and its flipped image. Probability 1 is
acquired based on the original image, and probability 2 is acquired based on the
flipped version of the original image. Then we aggregate these two probabilities as
the final probability. For the second training-test regimen, we train two separate
models: one based on all the original images and the other one based on all the
flipped images. Then similar to method 1, we get the probabilities of each original
image and its flipped version, and get the final probability based on the aggregation
method.
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Conv, 3X3, 256 filters
Batch Normalization
ReLU Activation
Figure 4.6: Model 2: a variant of a Model 1, by adding more layers.
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Figure 4.7: Model 3: a variant of Model 1, by introducing the inception module which
includes multiple filter sizes.


































































Figure 4.10: Training-test method 2.
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We considered three different aggregation methods for calculating the aggregate
probability based on probability 1 and probability 2. The candidate aggregation
methods are:
• Average: compute final probability by taking the mean of probability 1 and
probability 2.
• Product: calculate the final probability by taking the product of probability 1
and probability 2.
• Maximum: get the maximum value between probability 1 and probability 2 for
each class as the final probability.
4.4.4 Experimental metrics
We evaluate experimental performance using two different evaluation metrics: accu-
racy and f1-score.
• Accuracy: Accuracy for each class is calculated by using the number of correctly
identified images divided by total images of each class. And the total accuracy
is calculated by using number of correctly predicted images of all three classes
divided by number of total images of all three classes.
• F1-score: F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. It is a measure
widely used for evaluating classification problems with multiple classes. We cal-
culate the f1-score for each class. F1-score = 2 × (precision × recall)/(precision
+ recall)
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4.5 Results and Analysis
4.5.1 Results of experiment 1
The results of each of the different models are shown in table 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 respectively.
When comparing the results of model 1 and model 2, we find that on average, model
2 has a better performance on all three classes with respect to both accuracy and
f1-score. The overall accuracy of model 2 for the three classes increases by 0.7%,
0.6% and 0.7%, respectively over that of model 1. The f1-score of model 2 for the
three classes increases by 0.4%, 0.7% and 1.0% respectively over that of model 1. In
addition, model 2 has less variance across results of the five data sets when compared
to model 1.
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Table 4.3: Experimental results of model 1.
Data set Accuracy ACC F1-scoreBackground Class 2-3 Class 7-13 Background Class 2-3 Class 7-13
test #1 0.997 0.985 0.986 0.989 0.994 0.986 0.987
test #2 0.962 0.966 0.996 0.974 0.978 0.981 0.964
test #3 0.978 1.000 0.973 0.984 0.988 0.985 0.978
test #4 1.000 0.987 0.950 0.977 1.000 0.964 0.969
test #5 1.000 0.980 0.955 0.978 1.000 0.972 0.964
Mean 0.987 0.984 0.972 0.980 0.992 0.978 0.972
SD 0.015 0.011 0.018 0.005 0.008 0.008 0.009
Table 4.4: Experimental results of model 2.
Data set Accuracy ACC F1-scoreBackground Class 2-3 Class 7-13 Background Class 2-3 Class 7-13
test #1 1.000 0.994 0.978 0.991 0.997 0.987 0.988
test #2 0.970 0.974 0.999 0.980 0.985 0.986 0.971
test #3 0.999 1.000 0.970 0.989 0.999 0.985 0.984
test #4 1.000 0.997 0.961 0.984 1.000 0.976 0.979
test #5 1.000 0.986 0.989 0.991 0.997 0.991 0.986
Mean 0.994 0.990 0.979 0.987 0.996 0.985 0.982
SD 0.012 0.009 0.013 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.006
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In comparing the results of model 1 and model 3, we find that, the accuracy of
model 3 is superior to that of model 1 on background and class 7-13 by 0.8% and
0.1%, respectively. However, model 3 and model 1 achieve the same accuracy for
class 2-3. The f1-score of model 3 is higher than that of model 1 on all classes by
0.5%, 0.1% and 0.4%, respectively. Similar to model 2, model 3 also has somewhat
smaller variance than model 1. When we compare the results of model 2 to those of
model 3, we find that model 2 achieves a slightly better performance across all classes,
except for the class background. For the background class, model 3 has increased the
accuracy by 0.1% and the f1-score by 0.1% respectively. But for class 2-3, model 2
increases the accuracy by 0.6% as well as f1-score by 0.7%. For class 7-13, model 2
also increases the accuracy by 0.6% and the f1-score by 0.6%. Model 2 achieves the
best overall performance among all three models.
Based on these results, we draw the following conclusions: first, model 2 which
adds more layers to model 1, demonstrates improved performance compared to model
1. Second, model 3 which uses multiple filter sizes (1x1, 3x3 and 5x5), also demon-
strated improved performance compared to model 1. The overall best performance
is achieved by model 2.
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Table 4.5: Experimental results of model 3.
Data set Accuracy ACC F1-scoreBackground Class 2-3 Class 7-13 Background Class 2-3 Class 7-13
test #1 1.000 0.995 0.974 0.990 0.999 0.986 0.985
test #2 0.975 0.955 0.994 0.975 0.988 0.973 0.963
test #3 0.999 0.991 0.978 0.989 0.998 0.985 0.985
test #4 1.000 0.989 0.960 0.982 1.000 0.971 0.975
test #5 1.000 0.989 0.957 0.983 1.000 0.978 0.971
Mean 0.995 0.984 0.973 0.984 0.997 0.979 0.976
SD 0.010 0.015 0.013 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.008
Table 4.6: Experimental results based on training-test method 1.
Data set Accuracy ACC F1-scoreBackground Class2-3 Class7-13 Background Class2-3 Class7-13
test #1 1.000 0.986 0.993 0.993 1.000 0.990 0.989
test #2 0.966 0.982 0.991 0.979 0.983 0.987 0.969
test #3 0.996 0.999 0.982 0.992 0.998 0.989 0.990
test #4 1.000 0.991 0.978 0.989 1.000 0.982 0.985
test #5 1.000 0.989 0.986 0.991 1.000 0.989 0.986
Mean 0.992 0.989 0.986 0.989 0.996 0.987 0.984
SD 0.013 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.003 0.008
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4.5.2 Results of experiment 2
In experiment 2, we apply two different training-test methods (figure 4.9 and 4.10)
using the model 2 architecture. We also evaluate three different aggregation meth-
ods. These aggregation methods are respectively average, product and maximum. In
this experiment, the average aggregation method demonstrated slightly better per-
formance than the other two aggregation methods. Therefore, we only present results
for the two training-test methods using the average aggregation method. The results
of the two training-test methods are shown in table 4.6 and table 4.7 respectively.
We compare the results of training-test method 1 (table 4.6) to those in table 4.4.
On average, the accuracy of class 7-13 is improved by 0.7%, while the accuracy of
background and class 2-3 decreased by 0.2% and 0.1%, respectively. With regard to f1-
score, the background class score remains the same, and class 2-3 and class 7-13 scores
increase by 0.2% and 0.2%, respectively. We next consider the results of training-
test method 2 (table 4.7). On average, the accuracy of the three classes increase by
0.3%, 0.2% and 0.5%, respectively. In addition, the f1-score results also demonstrate
overall improvement on average. The average f1-scores of the three classes increase
by 0.2%, 0.2% and 0.2%, respectively. The second training-test method improved
the performance on all classes using both evaluation metrics. Therefore, we conclude
that training-test method 2 is better than training-test method 1 in improving the
performance of model 2.
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Table 4.7: Experimental results based on training-test method 2.
Data set Accuracy ACC F1-scoreBackground Class2-3 Class7-13 Background Class2-3 Class7-13
test #1 1.000 0.997 0.981 0.993 0.999 0.991 0.990
test #2 0.985 0.978 0.991 0.985 0.992 0.984 0.978
test #3 0.999 1.000 0.975 0.990 0.998 0.987 0.987
test #4 1.000 0.997 0.977 0.991 1.000 0.985 0.987
test #5 1.000 0.986 0.997 0.994 1.000 0.992 0.990
Mean 0.997 0.992 0.984 0.991 0.998 0.988 0.986
SD 0.006 0.008 0.008 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004
Table 4.8: Statistics of collected images of three additional videos.
Video Background Class 2-3 Class 7-13 Total
Video6 8,792 10,001 791 19,584
Video7 10,001 7,769 1,299 19,069
Video8 10,001 9,843 962 20,806
Total 28,794 27,613 3,052 59,459
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Table 4.9: Statistics of large data sets.
N Training data set Validation data set Test data set
Background Class2-3 Class7-13 Background Class2-3 Class7-13 Background Class2-3 Class7-13
#1 20,319 18,392 4,935 2,903 2,628 705 3,566 3,334 791
#2 19,261 20,345 4,490 2,752 2,907 642 5,874 6,067 1,299
#3 19,261 18,530 4,785 2,752 2,648 684 4,281 4,104 962
Table 4.10: Experimental results of model 2 on large data sets.
Data set Accuracy ACC F1-scoreBackground Class 2-3 Class 7-13 Background Class 2-3 Class 7-13
test #1 0.988 0.990 0.986 0.989 0.993 0.992 0.962
test #2 0.998 0.980 0.972 0.987 0.998 0.986 0.943
test #3 0.995 0.980 0.973 0.986 0.995 0.985 0.948
Mean 0.994 0.983 0.977 0.987 0.995 0.988 0.951
SD 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.008
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Table 4.11: Experimental results of training-test method 2 on large data sets.
Data set Accuracy ACC F1-scoreBackground Class 2-3 Class 7-13 Background Class 2-3 Class 7-13
test #1 0.991 0.987 0.992 0.989 0.995 0.990 0.962
test #2 0.999 0.980 0.991 0.989 0.999 0.989 0.951
test #3 0.995 0.982 0.974 0.987 0.996 0.987 0.953
Mean 0.995 0.983 0.986 0.988 0.997 0.989 0.955
SD 0.003 0.003 0.008 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.005
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4.5.3 Results on large data sets
After completing the development of the model and data analysis based on the data
sets depicted in table 4.2, we collected and cleaned a larger data set. The statistics
of the three new videos are shown in table 4.8. The three videos were collected
at 20:33pm, 20:44pm and 21:00pm of 12/15/2020, respectively. Based on all eight
videos (including previous five videos and three additional videos), we created large
training, validation, and test data sets. The statistics of the large data sets are shown
in table 4.9. Each time, we choose images from one of the three videos (video 6, 7 and
8) as the test data set, and use images of the remaining 7 videos to create the training
and validation data sets. We also remove some images from category background and
class2-3 randomly in test data set, in order to keep the distribution of categories of
test data set similar to that of training and validation data sets.
The experimental results of model 2 based on the large data sets are shown in
table 4.10. The results show that, on average, model 2 achieves accuracies of 99.4%,
98.3% and 97.7% on the background, class 2-3 and class 7-13 categories, respectively.
These results are as good as the results based on previous data sets (table 4.4). On
average, the model achieves f1-score of 99.5%, 98.8% and 95.1% on the background,
class2-3 and class7-13 categories, respectively. We note that the f1-score of back-
ground and class 2-3 categories match the previous results. However, the f1-score is
lower for category class 7-13 than in the previous results (98.4%) for the smaller data
set. This may cause by the unbalanced data sets. The previous data sets consists
of equal number of images of each category. In contrast, the large data sets contain
fewer images of category class7-13 than the other two categories.
We also conducted experiments based on training-test method 2 on the large data
sets. The results are shown in table 4.11. The accuracy and f1-score of all categories
are higher. Especially for category class7-13, by applying the training-test method 2,






















Figure 4.11: For the same truck (class 7-13), we show the correctly identified images
(left column) and the incorrectly identified images (right column)
4.5.4 Error Analysis
It is important to perform an error analysis in order to gain insight as to why our
model incorrectly classifies some images. In figure 4.11, we show four images of the
same truck (class 7-13). The images in the left column are classified correctly by
our model, while the images in the right column are classified incorrectly. When we
compare these two columns, we see that in the case of correctly classified images in
the left column, the images show relatively complete view of the truck. In contrast,
in the incorrectly classified images in the right column, we see incomplete images of
the truck. We can’t see the top left and top right corners of the truck. These might
be significant features used by the model to identify a truck. In figure 4.12, we show
a similar example of a pickup truck (class 2-3). Just as in the case in figure 4.11,






















Figure 4.12: For the same pickup truck (class 2-3), we show the correctly identified
images (left column) and the incorrectly identified images (right column).
vehicle, while the incorrectly classified images in the right column are missing the left
part of the pickup truck. In particular, the left tail light is missing. This might be
an important feature for correct identification of class 2-3.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we explored the research problem of nighttime vehicle classification
based on thermal images, and have made the following three contributions:
• First, we create a large thermal data set, which consists of 32,014 background,
31,021 passenger cars and 6,431 trucks. The data set has 69,466 images which
are captured from eight recorded videos,
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• Second, we designed three CNN models based on different architectures for this
research problem and compared their performance. The second model achieves
the best results among all three models.
• Finally, we propose two training-test methods based on data augmentation
techniques. The second training-test method demonstrated the best results.
The model improvement is consistent across all classes with regard to both
accuracy and f1-score evaluation metrics.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Overview of Completed Work
In this dissertation, we study three important problems, and design appropriate deep
learning models to solve these problems. First, we build a model to predict if a review
is helpful automatically. Based on this model, we also recommend the top N useful
reviews to customers. Our work is inspired by the observation that a customer’s
expectation of a review can be greatly affected by review sentiment and the degree to
which the customer is aware of pertinent product information. Consequently, a cus-
tomer may pay more attention to that specific content of a review which contributes
more to its helpfulness from their perspective. To model such customer expectations
and capture important information from a review text, we propose a novel neural
network which leverages review sentiment and product information. Specifically, we
encode the sentiment of a review through an attention module, to get sentiment-
driven information from review text. We also introduce a product attention layer
that fuses information from both the target product and related products, in order to
capture the product related information from a review text. Our experimental results
for the task of identifying whether a review is helpful or not show an AUC improve-
ment of 5.4% and 1.5% over the previous state of the art model on Amazon and Yelp
data sets, respectively. We further validate the effectiveness of each attention layer of
our model in two application scenarios. The results demonstrate that both attention
layers contribute to the model performance, and the combination of them has a syner-
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gistic effect. We also evaluate our model performance as a recommender system that
recommends helpful reviews, based on three commonly used metrics: NDCG@10,
Precision@10 and Recall@10. Our model outperforms PRH-Net, a state-of-the-art
model, on all three of these metrics. For this study, we summarized our work and
published two papers. The first is a conference paper titled "An Attention Model of
Customer Expectation to Improve Review Helpfulness Prediction" presented at the
European Conference on Information Retrieval (ECIR 2020) [102]. The second is
a journal paper titled "Review Helpfulness Evaluation and Recommendation based
on an Attention Model of Customer Expectation" on Information Retrieval Journal
(IRJ) [103].
Second, we present a dynamic click-through rate (CTR) prediction model designed
for the Samsung demand-side platform (DSP). From the production data, we identify
two key technical challenges that have not been fully addressed by the existing solu-
tions: the dynamic nature of RTB and user information scarcity. To address these
two challenges, we develop a Dynamic Neural Network model. Our model effectively
captures the dynamic evolutions of both users and ads and integrates auxiliary data
sources (e.g., installed apps) to better model users’ preferences. We put forward a
novel interaction layer that fuses both explicit user responses (e.g., clicks on ads) and
auxiliary data sources to generate consolidated user preference representations. We
evaluate our model using a large amount of data collected from the Samsung ad-
vertising platform and compare our method against several state-of-the-art methods
that are likely suitable for real-world deployment. The evaluation results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method and the potential for production. For this research
problem, we summarized and published a conference paper titled "A Dynamic Neural
Network Model for Click-Through Rate Prediction in Real-Time Bidding" presented
at the IEEE International Conference on Big Data 2019 [104].
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Third, we explore how to use deep learning models to classify nighttime vehicles
based on thermal images. In this work, we first designed three CNN models with
different architectures, and compared their corresponding performance on this prob-
lem. Second, we propose two training-test methods based on data augmentation, in
order to further improve performance. The experimental results demonstrate that the
second training-test method increases the model performance, with respect to both
accuracy and f1-score for all classes. In addition, we created a new thermal image
data set consists of 69,466 images captured from eight videos. We will summarize our
contributions for nighttime image classification based on thermal images in a future
manuscript and submit it to a conference.
5.2 Future Work
In this dissertation, we have studied three important problems based on deep learning
methods like CNN, LSTM. Some new models have been proposed lately, such as Mo-
bilenet [105], Shufflnet [106], Squeezenet [100], which are small but powerful models,
and provide the possibility for use on mobile devices. In the future, we can explore
how these models can be applied for these problems, and if they have advantages
with regard to accuracy, efficiency, model size, etc.
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